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By PAUL CHESSER
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

A nonprofit environmental advo-
cacy group, which staunchly 
believes global warming must 

be reduced through reductions in hu-
man-caused carbon dioxide emissions, 
controls another nonprofit organization 
that advises a climate action panel start-
ed by the N.C. Division of Air Quality. 
The DAQ-created group, in turn, makes 
recommendations on carbon-dioxide 
reductions to the Legislative Commis-
sion on Global Climate Change.

The advisory organization, the 
Center for Climate Strategies, is Penn-
sylvania-based and helped establish the 
study commission through a proposal 
to DAQ. But there is question whether 

the study panel, called the Climate Ac-
tion Plan Advisory Group, is authorized 
under N.C. law.

State Sen. Rob-
ert Pittenger, R-Char-
lotte, and a member 
of the legislative 
commission, said a 
large majority of the 
information com-
ing before his panel 
favors the theory of 
human causes for 
global warming and 
the need for curbs on 

carbon-dioxide emissions.
“It seems to me that CAPAG and 

other ancillary groups came to the Com-
mission with predetermined objectives,” 
he said.

The legislative commission and the 

advisory group have many of the same 
members, but do not entirely share com-
mon purposes. The legislative commis-
sion was created to examine the causes of 
global climate change, and to determine 
the costs and benefits of any actions taken 
by the state to address global climate 
change, among other duties.

The advisory group has one main 
responsibility: find ways to control emis-
sions of carbon dioxide, primarily from 
coal-burning power plants “and other 
stationary sources of air pollution.” 

The Center for Climate Strategies 
has assisted several other states with 
the development of carbon-dioxide 
reduction policies. For the Center’s 
representatives and contractors, hu-
man-induced global warming because 
of carbon-dioxide emissions is a given; 
the only question is how governments 

should instill carbon limitations into 
regulatory policies.

“The decision was made at the 
outset was not to debate the whole sci-
ence of global warming,” said DAQ and 
advisory group spokesman Tom Mather. 
“It is beyond the scope of this group.”

The Center for Climate Strategies’ 
background is complex. It is a policy 
center of Enterprising Environmental 

By DON CARRINGTON
Executive Editor

RALEIGH

Officials of the N.C. Agriculture 
and Cultural Resources depart-
ments violated state regula-

tions in the acquisition of the 36-acre 
Gallant’s Channel waterfront property 
in Beaufort, an investigative report re-
leased April 16 by the State Auditor’s 
Office says.

 State Property Office officials also 

withheld important information from 
the Council of State when the council 
was asked to approve the transaction 
in October 2006. The report provides 
insight into why Pepsi Americas’ Sail 
2006, a state-supported event linked to 
the property, lost almost $2 million.

 A Carolina Journal story in Novem-
ber drew attention to the land transaction 
and apparent financial problems with 
the Pepsi Americas’ Sail event. 

 With the strong urging of Gov. 

Mike Easley and State Property Officer 
Joe Henderson, the council approved 
the acquisition at a meeting Oct. 3. The 
governor and nine other independently 
elected state officials, such as the state 
auditor, lieutenant governor, and at-
torney general are members of the 
council. By law, the council is required 
to approve or disapprove state real estate 
transactions. 

 Taxpayers had already paid $3.5 
million to acquire the land in 1997, even 

though it was being held in the name of 
the Friends of the Museum, a nonprofit 
organization that supports the work of 
the three N.C. Maritime Museums. The 
main museum is situated in Beaufort. 
The Friends of the Museum is also the 
parent organization of Pepsi Americas’ 
Sail 2006, the organization that spon-
sored the tall-ships festival conducted 

Group advises similar
global warming panels
in several states

“It seems to me that 

CAPAG and other ancil-

lary groups came to the 

Commission with prede-

termined objectives.”

State Sen. Robert Pittenger
Climate Action Plan

Advisory Group Member

Continued as “Pa. Group,” Page 2

The Web page logo of The Center for Climate Strategies (above) touts its work in “help-
ing states and the nation tackle climate change.”

State Sen. 
Robert Pittenger 

Continued as “Audit,” Page 3
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Pa. Group Pushes CO2 Issues in N.C.
Solutions, Inc., a nonprofit organization. 
EESI, according to its web site, created 
the center in 2004 “to support states and 
other entities in the creation and manage-
ment of climate change mitigation plans 
and policies, along with related energy, 
economic and environmental policies.” 
The center, in assisting states, says it 
analyzes policies, designs programs, 
and builds “consensus” and “capacity” 
— while working with public officials, 
stakeholders, and technical experts 
“to jointly plan and implement lasting 
solutions.”

DAQ and EESI
The DAQ’s contract is with EESI. 

However, behind that nonprofit organi-
zation is yet another nonprofit organiza-
tion: the Pennsylvania Environmental 
Council. The PEC is a group created in 
the 1970s for the purpose of influenc-
ing Pennsylvania’s government, with a 
mission that “protects and restores the 
natural and built environments through 
innovation, collaboration, education 
and advocacy.” The council has five 
regional offices in Pennsylvania and has 
35 employees.

If the Pennsylvania Environmental 
Council was meant to influence its home 
state, then EESI was created to advise 
policy in other states. According to 
EESI’s web site, it was established upon 
the completion of the “Governor’s 21st 
Century Environment Commission,” 
which had been created by the executive 
order of former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom 
Ridge, a Republican.

“The (EESI) effort represents an 
opportunity to advance environmen-
tal policy by overcoming the gridlock 
surrounding long-term solutions to 
problems such as mobile sources of air 
pollution, non-point sources of water 
pollution, and energy and resource con-
servation,” EESI’s web site explains.

EESI’s tax returns
According to EESI’s IRS Form 

990 for fiscal 2005, the Pennsylvania 
Environmental Council “formed EESI to 
carry out their non-regulatory agenda.” 
The tax return says EESI has its own 
board of directors, but the Pennsylvania 
nonprofit controls it, “since PEC is the 
only member of EESI.” Two of PEC’s 
directors, as well as its president, Brian 
Hill, are also on EESI’s four-member 
board. Hill earned more than $105,000 
in salary and benefits from PEC through 
June 30, 2006, after being hired in April 
2006.

Hill said, in an e-mail response to 
questions, that PEC “is known in Penn-
sylvania as an environmental group that 
brings a balanced approach to issues.” 
It has about 40 members on its board 
of directors, from conservation groups, 
business, and local government. He said 

his organization emphasizes “stake-
holder-driven processes,” meaning they 
attempt to bring together community 
members from different sectors of the 
economy and special interests, to ad-
dress environmental concerns.

As for the global warming debate, 
the Pennsylvania Environmental Coun-
cil squarely sides with the belief that hu-
man-industrial activity is the cause and 
carbon-dioxide reduction is the remedy. 
Some others in the science community 
disagree and attribute the Earth’s tem-
perature rise to natural trends.

‘No advocacy mission’
“No environmental issue is more 

pressing today than energy and climate,” 
the PEC web site says.

Tom Peterson, executive director 
for the Center for Climate Strategies, 
says EESI and the center are independent 
from the Pennsylvania Environmental 
Council.

“The idea that we have advocates 
for PEC working on the North Carolina 
project is incorrect,” he said. “(EESI) does 
not have an advocacy mission, and it 
doesn’t have an advocacy history.”

Where does the funding come 
from?

The Center for Climate Strategies, 
EESI’s subsidiary, has partners in its 
work. The Rockefeller Brothers Fund—a 
philanthropic organization that provides 
millions of dollars in funding to liberal 
ecological causes, as well as other initia-
tives such as  peace, security, sustain-
able development, arts, education, and 
health—is one of them.

In 2005 Rockefeller Brothers 
granted $255,000 over two years for the 
work of the Center for Climate Strate-
gies in various states, including the 
Colorado Climate Project, the Western 
Regional Air Partnership (formed by 
the Western Governors Association), 
the New Mexico Climate Change Ad-
visory Group, and others. Rockefeller 
Brothers accounted for at least $50,000 

of the Center for Climate Strategies’ 
funding for North Carolina’s advisory 
group project.

Two books that scrutinized the 
funding and activities of hundreds of 
organizations in the environmental 
movement explained the key role of 
the Rockefellers’ various foundations. 
In 1993’s Trashing the Economy: How 
Runaway Environmentalism is Wrecking 
America, co-authors Ron Arnold and 
Alan Gottlieb wrote, “The Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund has been one of the two 
Mother Ships of the environmental 
movement for decades, the other being 
Laurence Rockefeller’s American Con-
servation Association.” Bonner Cohen, 
in his 2006 book published by the Capital 
Research Center entitled <i>The Green 
Wave: Environmentalism and Its Con-
sequences</i>, says “the Rockefeller 
Brothers fund has generously supported 
Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, the 
Natural Resources Defense Council, the 
Sierra Club, Rainforest Action Network, 
and Environmental Media Service.”

‘Reflexive anti-capitalism’
The Capital Research Center, 

which studies nonprofit organizations 
that promote the growth of government 
instead of “viable private alternatives,” 
in a January 2005 newsletter said the 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund was charac-
terized by “reflexive anti-capitalism.” 
The Fund’s 2005 Annual Report was 
titled, “Solutions to Global Warming: A 
National Conversation We Desperately 
Need to Have,” and began with the sen-
tence, “Earth is running a fever.”

Hill said funding received from 
Rockefeller Brothers, and others, has no 
bearing on how EESI or the Center for 
Climate Strategies manages its projects. 
“We know that our organization em-
phasizes a balanced and well-reasoned 
approach to environmental issues,” he 
said.

The Center for Climate Strategies is 
the recipient of grants from many other 
liberal patrons. The Charlottesville, 
Va.-based WestWind Foundation gave 
$30,000 for Climate Strategies’ programs 
in the Southeast. The Compton Founda-
tion in Redwood City, Calif., provided a 
$26,000 grant for the Arizona and New 
Mexico projects. The Boston-based John 
Merck Fund gave $45,000 for Climate 
Strategies’ efforts in Vermont. Many 
more support the center.

Won’t ‘specify outcomes’
“All private funding obtained by 

EESI to support the work of [the Center 
for Climate Strategies] has no mandate 
for, or commitment to, specific policy 
outcomes,” Hill said.

EESI’s contract with North Caro-
lina to assist the advisory group was sole 
sourced, which means that open bidding 

?
Continued from Page 1

Continued as “Pa. Advocacy,” Page 3
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Pa. Advocacy Group Pushes CO2 Issues in North Carolina
among vendors was not conducted. Part 
of the justification for sole sourcing was 
the funding provided by the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund, which matched an ini-
tial $50,000 that the DAQ put into the 
project. The contract has since been 
amended, adding $50,000 from DAQ 
while EESI came up with an additional 
$200,000. The initial proposal from EESI 
outlined the overall $350,000 budget for 
the project, with the state contributing 
only $100,000 altogether. The sources of 
EESI’s second-phase $200,000 contribu-
tion to the project were not immediately 
available at press time, despite repeated 
requests to the organization’s officials 
and to the DAQ.

Control technologies
DAQ officials say the genesis of 

the agreement with EESI is found in the 
2002 Clean Smokestacks Act. The law 
required that DAQ study standards, 
plans, and programs designed to control 
carbion-dioxide emissions. It also called 
for DAQ to evaluate “control technolo-
gies” and to “estimate the benefits and 
costs of alternative strategies to reduce 
emissions of CO2.” However, the law 
required DAQ to complete its work and 
reports on carbon dioxide by September 
2005, so it is not clear whether the agency 
is authorized to continue studying the 
issue.

According to the contract, EESI 
was hired to help develop a Climate Ac-
tion Plan for the state through a process 
of bringing “stakeholders” within the 
state together on a commission to make 
recommendations. Such stakeholders 
would include officials from state en-
vironmental advocacy groups, utilities, 
scientists, business, government agen-
cies, and universities.

DAQ said that the sole-sourced 
contract with EESI was needed because 
the department did not have the time, 
budget, or skills needed to carry out the 
climate commission advisory program. 
“A large additional portion of funding 
to support this process will come from 
an outside grantor (Rockefeller Brothers 

Fund) directly to 
[EESI] and would 
not be available 
without their ef-
forts,” DAQ offi-
cials explained in 
the contract.

None of the 
individuals work-
ing to support the 
advisory group are 
EESI employees, 
because EESI has 
no employees. In-
stead it receives 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e 
support from Scott Van de Mark of the 
Pennsylvania Environmental Council, 
who is listed as the contact for EESI on the 
contract with the DAQ. Hill emphasized, 
however, that no PEC staff are used for 
actual climate planning in the advisory 
group processes.

Most advisors to the advisory 
group are outside environmental con-
sultants subcontracted by EESI. Thomas 
Peterson is identified as the executive 
director of the Center for Climate Strat-
egies, but is compensated as an inde-
pendent contractor. He teaches climate 
law and policy as an adjunct professor 
at Pennsylvania State University, was 
a senior advisor to the White House 
Climate Change Task Force and served 
as a legislative advisor to Sen. Joseph 
Lieberman, D-Conn. In fiscal 2005 EESI 
paid Peterson nearly $180,000 for his 
consulting work.

A May 2006 PowerPoint presenta-
tion given by Peterson for the Center 
for Climate Strategies illustrated the 
organization’s position on greenhouse 
gases, saying they “cause global warm-
ing and climate disruption.” On a slide 
headlined “Reasons for Action,” bullet 
points included “Avoided damages,” 
“Shape policy,” “Seize markets,” and 
“Political wins.” He characterized Cli-
mate Strategies as “a neutral and expert 
party” providing technical assistance to 
public officials.

“We’re a service organization,” 
he said in a phone interview. “We 

don’t accept con-
tingent outcomes 
from any donor, 
including [from] 
states.”

Other  ex -
perts for the advi-
sory group work as 
subcontractors for 
EESI. Ken Colburn 
is employed by 
New Hampshire-
based Symbiotic 
Strategies, which 
was paid $104,230 
for work by EESI 

in fiscal 2005. Advisory group experts 
Steve Roe and Randy Straight work for 
Springfield, Va.-based E.H. Pechan & 
Associates, an environmental consulting 
firm, which received $195,819 from EESI 
the same year. Karl Hausker, another 
advisory group expert, was paid $91,900 
in 2005-06 by EESI as a subcontractor. 
Not all compensation was necessarily 
for the N.C.  project.

‘Dire consequences’
Colburn in the past has warned of 

future dire consequences as the result 
of global warming, which he believes 
will continue if human-caused carbon-
dioxide emissions are not reduced. At 
the November 2006 annual meeting of 
the Mount Washington Valley (N.H.) 
Economic Council, he showed photo-
graphs of shrinking glaciers, told stories 
about melting mountain snow, and the 
eradication of animal species, should 
carbon-dioxide reduction not be dealt 
with immediately.

“If you want to get to Kilimanjaro 
and scale it with snow on it, you’d better 
do it in the next few years,” he told the 
group, “(in) the next decade or so.”

Peterson said the personal views 
of their subcontractors do not affect the 
information they provide as experts 
for advisory group members. He said 
all EESI representatives sign a code 
of conduct, patterned after the Model 
Standards of Conduct for Mediators, 
which was approved by the American 

Arbitration Association and American 
Bar Association in 2005.

He said advisory group members 
are presented a list of actions on carbon 
dioxide that other states have adopted, 
and then subgroups of the advisory 
group develop their own list of options 
to consider. He said whatever the group 
adopts is of their own volition.

“We don’t make those decisions 
for them,” Peterson said.

Not everyone is convinced that 
the advisory group and the Center for 
Climate Strategies are neutral. Pittenger 
has invited scientists who are skeptical 
about human causes of global warming 
to meetings of the Legislative Commis-
sion for Global Climate Change. For 
the most part, he said, the few who 
have been allowed to speak have been 
ignored, while those promoting the need 
for immediate, dramatic reductions in 
carbon dioxide are welcomed.

‘No consensus’
“There is no consensus among cli-

matologists,” Pittenger said. “The loud 
clamoring from these green organiza-
tions with the support of liberal media 
have overshadowed a pure scientific 
discussion and debate.”

He said the recommendations that 
come from the advisory group, which 
will be considered by the Legislative 
Commission, could have harmful effects 
on the state’s economy. The advisory 
group already has sent an interim report 
to the commission, which contained 
several ideas that would require further 
government regulation on business and 
add costs to utility bills.

“I believe that the policy recom-
mendations by these groups will further 
restrict economic growth in our state 
while China, India, and other developing 
nations go unabated,” Pittenger said.

“We have lost over 100,000 North 
Carolina jobs to China through manu-
facturing and textiles, and now China 
will enjoy unbridled economic growth 
while North Carolina places crippling 
CO2 mandates and restrictions on 
its industries,” he said.                   CJ

in Morehead City and Beaufort in early 
July. 

 The audit report said the state will 
pay almost $9 million for the property 
when the mortgages and liens are paid 
off. “My biggest concerns are whether 
the State has failed to take title on other 
properties purchased with taxpayers’ 
money and who might be using those 
properties as collateral for new loans,” 
State Auditor Leslie Merritt said in a 
press release. “I think the State Property 

Office needs to go back and research 
all property acquisitions to resolve any 
unknown ownership issues.”

 He said the state missed the op-
portunity to acquire the property for 
the $3.5 million paid in 1997 and that 
it is an “open question as to whether 
the taxpayers will actually reap the full 
benefit from the added $4.4 million in 
improvements to the property that were 
made without State input or control.”

 The state acquired the land subject 
to deeds of trust in the principal amounts 
of $995,000 and $3.9 million. The loans 

were taken out July 12, 2005, and Oct. 
17, 2005 as the Friends began preparing 
for the 2006 tall-ships event. The loans 
were used to build bulkheads, docks, 
and make other improvements to the 
property, but the improvements had not 
been approved by the state. After the 
financial losses became apparent, the 
Friends needed the Department of Cul-
tural Resources to take over the property 
and debts, because the organization had 
no funds to make the payments.

 Pepsi Americas’ Sail received 
revenue from ticket sales and sponsor-

ships. A statement on the organization’s 
Web site said the July event attracted 
more than 150,000 visitors to Beaufort 
and Morehead City, including more 
than 30,000 who bought tickets to tour 
the ships. 

 In addition to private funds col-
lected for the event, public funds were 
also involved. The General Assembly 
appropriated $1.65 million. The Golden 
LEAF Foundation made a $300,000 
grant. The Department of Cultural Re-

“If you want to get to 

Kilimanjaro and scale it 

with snow on it, you’d 

better do it in the next 

few years.”

Ken Colburn
EESI contract expert

Continued from Page 2

Continued from Page 1

Continued as “Audit,” Page 4
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Senators: State Should Give Promised Funds to Johnson & Wales

Audit: Gallant’s Channel Deal Violated State Regulations

By PAUL CHESSER
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

Nine state senators want to fulfill a 
promise made by former House 
Speaker Jim Black, who in 2002 

made a “personal commitment” to give 
Johnson & Wales University $10 million 
in state money in exchange for relocating 
a campus in Charlotte.

Black, D-Mecklenburg, entered a 
conditional guilty plea in mid-Febru-
ary in Wake County District Court to 
state charges of offering a bribe and 
obstruction of justice. The “Alford” plea 
allows Black to deny an explicit admis-
sion of guilt, but accepting that a jury 
could arrive at that conclusion based 
on evidence.

He earlier reached a plea agree-
ment with federal prosecutors, admit-
ting unequivocal guilt to accepting 
money from three chiropractors in 
exchange for supporting legislation the 
chiropractors favored.

Black is  to be sentenced by a federal 
judge in May.

Meanwhile nine senators, led by 
Mecklenburg Democrat Charlie Dan-
nelly, have sponsored a bill that would 
appropriate $6 million to Johnson & 
Wales through the One North Carolina 
Fund. The fund is a discretionary pot 
of money controlled by the governor, 
used for economic incentives to lure 
businesses to the state.

The proposed funding represents 
the balance of a $10 million promise 

made in 2002 to the culinary school’s 
officials by Black and State Senate Presi-
dent Pro Tem Marc Basnight, D-Dare. 
The General Assembly has appropriated 
$1 million for the school in each of the 
last four years.

Black wrote in a letter May 23, 2002, 
to then-University President Jack Yena: 
“You have my personal commitment 
of support for a $10 million investment 
over the next five years by the State of 
North Carolina for this project.” In his 
own letter two weeks later, Basnight 

wrote, “…You have my commitment 
to make our best efforts to secure $1 
million immediately for the Johnson & 
Wales University campus in Charlotte 
and the remaining $9 million over the 
next five years by the state of North 
Carolina for this project.” Gov. Mike 
Easley at the time offered support but 
no specific financial promise. But no of-
ficial agreement between the state and 
Johnson & Wales is in place.

“[The Department of Commerce] 
does not…have any incentive agree-

ments with them,” Commerce Depart-
ment legal counsel Don Hobart said in 
an e-mail message.

Dennis Wicker, a lawyer for the 
Raleigh firm of Helms, Mullis & Wicker, 
which represents Johnson & Wales, said 
the state has a “moral obligation” to 
pay the school the $6 million balance it 
is owed. But he admitted that no legal 
documents exist that bind the state to 
fund the school. “The school has relied 
upon the word of the state leaders for 
this incentive,” Wicker said.

In a November 2002 interview with 
Carolina Journal, Judith Johnson, then a 
spokeswoman for the school, said John-
son & Wales would not come without 
the $10 million.” When asked what as-
surance the school had, she replied, “We 
believe in business by a handshake. The 
legal documents are being worked up.” 
She also said she did not know exactly 
where the money would come from. “We 
were not aware of the specifics. We felt 
the commitment is coming.” And what 
if it doesn’t? “That is a separate issue,” 
she said.

Wicker said the “moral obligation” 
is based on promises made by state leg-
islative leaders, who approved the $4 
million in appropriations through the 
state budget over the last four years.

He also pointed out the near-
unanimous approval by the legislature 
two years ago to sell a state-owned 
building in Charlotte to Johnson & 
Wales for $1, which would have helped 
fulfill the $10-million promise.          CJ

Keeping former N.C. House Speaker Jim Black’s “personal commitment” of $10 million 
in state funds to Johnson & Wales University, well known for its training of chefs and 
culinary workers, in exchance for the school locating in Charlotte, is backed by nine state 
senators.  

sources spent $225,000. The Department 
of Crime Control and Public Safety paid 
for law enforcement by Highway Patrol 
officers and other personnel. Proceeds 
from the event were to go to the devel-
opment of the Olde Beaufort Seaport, a 
project of the N.C. Maritime Museum, to 
be situated on the same 36-acre parcel.

Report’s findings
The audit report also provided 

substantial insight into the financial 
problems with the event. Not includ-
ing the public subsidies, the event had 
revenues of $2,534,363 and expenses of 
$4,358,816, for a net loss of $1,824,453.

 Ten independent committees were 
established to work on the event, but no 
single individual oversaw the activities 
of the committees. Many event organiz-
ers had no experience with large events 
and had no financial background. Media 
and public relations costs were almost 
$750,000. Three advertising and public 
relations contractors operated without 
signed contracts invoicing Pepsi Ameri-
cas’ Sail $429,853 for their services. 

 The reports findings and sub-
sequent recommendations were as 

follows:
 • There was no signed agreement 

between the state and the Friends regard-
ing the ownership or development of 
the property. The report recommended 
that any future property acquisitions 
involving non-state organizations be 
clearly outlined in writing.

 • The departments of Agriculture 
and Cultural Resources violated the 
State’s Natural Heritage Trust Fund reg-
ulations that require the title to any land 
purchased with trust funds to be held 
by the state. The report recommended 
the Trust Fund follow up on awards to 
verify compliance with state law.

 • The State Property Office failed 
to complete the property acquisition 
after the Council of State first approved 
it in 1998. The report recommended that 
the office institute follow-up procedures 
to ensure completion of all property 
acquisitions.

 • The Department of Cultural Re-
sources did not notify the State Property 
Office when a five-acre portion of the 
property was deeded to the state in 1999. 
The report recommended that all deeds 
received by state agencies be forwarded 
to the Property Office.

 • The Council of State was not in-
formed during its October 2006 meeting 

of liens filed against the property. The 
report recommended that the Property 
Office ensure that all relevant facts are 
adequately presented in the future and 
that the details of complex property 
transactions be presented to council 
members in advance.

 • Pepsi Americas’ Sail 2006 did not 
have signed contracts with vendors for 
major service for the Tall Ships event. The 
report recommended that the Friends 
should always use contracts for goods 
and services for major events.

 • Insufficient revenue and inad-
equate cost control resulted in financial 
losses for the Tall Ships event. The report 
recommended that the Department of 
Cultural Resources establish procedures 
for organizing and managing events.

Concerned legislators
 Several legislators, including 

Rep. Mickey Michaux, D-Durham; Sen. 
Richard Stevens, R-Wake, and House 
Republican leader Rep. Paul Stam, R-
Wake, have expressed concerns about 
the land transaction. 

All had questioned whether the 
council could acquire land that had 
mortgages and liens attached to it. Ac-
cording to the state constitution, only 

the legislature has the authority to ap-
propriate funds, but the legislature has 
not appropriated additional funds to 
cover the debts. 

 Stam sent a letter to Attorney 
General Roy Cooper questioning the le-
gitimacy of the transaction. He received a 
response from Deputy Attorney General 
Donald R. Teeter. Stam shared the April 
5, 2007 response with CJ, but he did not 
want to comment on it until he had also 
read the State Auditor’s report.

Teeter is the lawyer with the At-
torney General’s Office assigned to the 
State Property Office and had a signifi-
cant role in the transaction. 

“Our conclusion was that such an 
acquisition did not offend the Consti-
tution because the liens and deeds of 
trust encumbering the property did not 
legally constitute the assumption of the 
underlying debt by the State or other-
wise make the State of North Carolina 
a co-debtor with the Friends,” he wrote. 
“Therefore, neither the faith and credit of 
the State, nor its taxing power, would be 
pledged in connection therewith.” 

 But then, in an apparent con-
tradiction, Teeter went on to write 
that the Council of State approved 
taking title to the property subject to 
the encumbrances.                              CJ

Continued from Page 3
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Post-Jim Black N.C. House Approves Some Reforms
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By MITCH KOKAI
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

The N.C. House adopted its first 
permanent rules in the post-Jim 
Black era in March, but a vocal 

critic of the former speaker blasted 
House colleagues for “missing a major 
opportunity.”

The House voted, 83-34, to adopt 
the rules after an 80-minute debate. The 
debate included votes to reject a half-
dozen amendments from Republican 
members of the House.

“We have come to the crossroads,” 
said Rep. John Blust, R-Guilford. “We 
must follow a path. Let’s follow the right 
path — the path of reform, the path of 
principle — that will lead to restored 
confidence in this organization.”

Black’s recent guilty pleas to 
federal and state corruption charges 
tarnished the House’s reputation, Blust 
said. Only extensive rules changes 
would have prevented similar problems 
in the future, he said.

‘Missing an opportunity’
“I think we’re missing a major 

opportunity here to do nonpartisan, 
nonpolitical-type reforms that would 
fix this place,” Blust said. “I think every 
editorialist in the state has called on us 
to do it. I think every reform group, 
advocacy group — left and right — has 
told us we need to do this. Why aren’t 
we listening, folks?”

Some House Democrats took is-
sue with Blust’s comments. “It seems 
that you have indicted the whole state 
in this reference perhaps to this whole 
body that’s been going on here based 
solely on whether or not your little rules 
get amended,” said Rep. Phil Haire, D-
Jackson. “What I hear you say is that this 

whole body is going to implode if we 
don’t adopt your amendments.”

Rep. Paul Luebke, D-Durham, 
raised a similar objection. “I think you’re 
off base,” Luebke said. “You’re present-
ing yourself here as the Lone Ranger, as 
if the 120 of us are not well aware of the 
sad thing that occurred to this House 
with the plea that was filed several weeks 
ago in federal court.”

“I think all 120 of us care about this 
House a great deal and how it’s been 
damaged,” Luebke said.

Luebke asked Blust to consider 
positive changes that House Speaker 
Joe Hackney, D-Orange, has made in 
the 2007 legislative session.

“If it’s going to be real change, then 
why won’t we put it in writing?” Blust 
said. “Why won’t we put it in the rules? 
I’d like to take the gentleman at his word, 
but let me explain it this way: If you’ve 
had a house broken into, and a couple 
days later, the police caught the person 
who did it, you wouldn’t say, ‘Great. 
Now it won’t happen again. Now I can 
sit back and do what I always did, and 
my house won’t be broken into again.’

“No, you get a dog, you get flood-
lights, you get deadbolt locks for the 

doors, you get special locks for the win-
dows, you form a neighborhood watch 
committee, you get an alarm system. 
You would do something to put in place 
some safeguards so that it can’t happen 
again. That’s all we’re asking for.”

Some amendments killed
Blust sponsored two of the rejected 

amendments. One would have lowered 
the voting threshold for House members 
to overrule the speaker’s decisions. The 
current threshold is a two-thirds vote. 
Blust’s amendment would have al-
lowed a simple majority to overrule the 
speaker. His second amendment would 
have reined in the speaker’s discretion 
to ignore other House rules as part of 
his power to have “general direction 
of the Hall.”

Other GOP amendments would 
have: given House members more 
flexibility to shift money in the budget-
writing process, limited the speaker’s 
ability to deviate from the House’s 
printed calendar of business, allowed 
a three-fifths majority to recall a bill to 
the House floor, and killed a loophole 
that limits amendments to bills with 
long titles.

Some Democrats pointed to history 
before casting their “no” votes. Rep. 
H. M. “Mickey” Michaux, D-Durham, 
recalled the budget process under Re-
publican House leadership more than 
a decade ago. “I tried to move money 
from one agency to another in 1995, and 
I wasn’t allowed to do it,” Michaux said. 
“I think we ought to just go on and kill 
this amendment.”

Rep. Leo Daughtry, R-Johnston, 
was House majority leader in 1995. “Rep. 
Michaux, you are right,” Daughtry said. 
“In 1995, you tried to move some money 
from one department to the other, and 
you were not permitted to. It was wrong 
then. It will be wrong in 2007 if we don’t 
adopt this amendment.”

Beyond the amendment debate, 
House Minority Leader Paul Stam, R-
Wake, raised general concerns about 
rules that could block the will of a House 
majority. “While one of my jobs is to 
stand up for the rights of the minority 
party, my bone to pick with these rules 
is the way they depreciate the will of 
the majority,” he said. “Procedural 

roadblocks and the actions of temporary 
majorities may thwart the most just, 
the most wise, and the most efficacious 
legislation.”

Without the Republicans’ amend-
ments, the adopted rules still include 
more than a dozen changes. Many have 
drawn praise from representatives on 
both sides of the aisle. “The permanent 
rules before us today will ensure greater 
debate, openness, and transparency in 
the way we do business in this chamber,” 
said House Majority Leader Hugh Hol-
liman, D-Davidson. “The new rules will 
allow us to accomplish our legislative 
goals regarding education, health care, 
the economy, and many other issues.”

House rules now ban “special pro-
visions” in the state budget bill that have 
nothing to do with the state’s spending 
plan. A special provision avoids the 
committee debate that most legislation 
faces. In recent years, lawmakers have 
used special provisions to approve a 
state lottery and to mandate eye exams 
for all public school kindergartners. 
The eye exam requirement was later 
overturned.

The new rules also ban “floaters,” 
representatives who are allowed to vote 
in any House committee meeting. Critics 
contend that “floaters” allowed previ-
ous House leaders to guarantee that a 
committee would approve controversial 
legislation.

Another new rule is designed to 
give lawmakers more time to consider 
important bills before voting. The rule 
would force House leaders to secure a 
majority vote before the full House could 
hear a bill on the same day it clears a 
committee.

‘A valiant effort’
“I think the speaker has really tried 

to make — along with the rest of us — a 
valiant effort to really try to make these 
rules fair,” said Rep. Bill Owens, D-Pas-
quotank, the Rules Committee chairman. 
“I think that has happened.”

All 34 “no” votes came from 
Republicans. “I do acknowledge the 
permanent rules are better than the tem-
porary rules,” Stam said. “They made 
some improvements. But overall, I think 
it’s anti-majoritarian, non-democratic. 
Therefore, as a representative in the 
people’s House, the House of Represen-
tatives, I’m going to vote ‘no.’”

The new rules cover only the 
House. State senators made few changes 
in the permanent rules adopted for their 
chamber in January. Hackney’s Senate 
counterpart, President Pro Tem Marc 
Basnight, said he likes using special 
budget provisions.

“We still will have a problem 
because the Senate is not probably 
going to adopt this rule,” Owens 
warned House colleagues during their 
debate. “We will have it. We had to 
fight very hard last year in conference 
dealing with that.”                             CJ

Former House Speaker Jim Black at the podium of the N.C. House before stepping down. 
(CJ photo by Don Carrington)
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NC Delegation Watch Congressional committee told

Salisbury VA Hospital Fixes ‘What Was Wrong’Immigration court in N.C.
The U.S. Department of 

Justice announced in mid-March 
that it will open an immigration 
court in Charlotte. A department  
official told Rep. Sue Myrick, R-
9th, the DOJ is working with the 
General Services Administration 
to find a site for the court. 

Myrick has been fighting 
to bring an immigration court to 
Charlotte for nearly eight years. 
She has met with DOJ officials, 
written letters, and started a 
statewide petition drive to bring 
an immigration court to North 
Carolina.

“An immigration court will 
speed up illegal alien deporta-
tions,” she said in a March 16 
press release. “It will also help 
legal immigrants playing by the 
rules because they will no longer 
have to travel to Atlanta to deal 
with immigration matters.”

Myrick said the court is 
tentatively scheduled to be op-
erational by January 2008. She 
said North Carolina’s illegal 
alien population is estimated at 
300,000 to 600,000, making the 
state home to the nation’s eighth-
largest population of illegal aliens. 
Of the 10 states with the largest 
estimated populations of illegal 
aliens, North Carolina was the 
only one without an immigration 
court, she said.

Burr, Dole differ on road
U.S. Sens. Richard Burr and 

Elizabeth Dole are split on a solu-
tion to the controversial “Road to 
Nowhere” in North Carolina’s 
Swain County.

 In 1943, the government 
flooded a highway in creating 
the Fontana Dam and made a 
commitment to Swain County 
to build a new road — the North 
Shore Road — through what had 
become the Great Smoky Moun-
tains National Park. 

The U.S. Supreme Court 
held in 1946 that there is no legal 
obligation to satisfy that commit-
ment by building a road. More 
than 60 years of controversy 
have ensued. Dole announced in 
late March her support for a cash 
settlement for Swain, in lieu of fur-
ther construction of the road. She 
said she would introduce legisla-
tion that provides the framework 
for a settlement. 

Burr said the National Park 
Service has already spent mil-
lions of dollars to conduct an 
Environmental Impact Study and 
any decision on the issue should 
come after the study’s findings are 
released.                                      CJ

By KAREN WELSH
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

Members of Congress gathered 
at a special hearing recently to 
deal with medical care prob-

lems that have plagued the W. G. (Bill) 
Hefner VA Medical Center in Salisbury, 
N.C., heard some good news.

“Hefner VA is a model now,”  said 
Barbara Fleming, chief quality and per-
formance officer for the Department of 
Veteran Affairs. “They fixed what was 
wrong and responded well. Now it’s 
ranked 35 out of 140 hospitals.”

 Fleming testified that Salisbury 
has not only made the needed changes, 
but the hospital has since become a top-
ranking hospital in the VA system.

The subcommittee on oversight 
and investigations for the U.S. House 
Committee on Veterans’ Affairs con-
ducted the hearing April 19.

Reps. Melvin Watt, D-N.C.; How-
ard Coble, R-N.C.; and Robin Hayes, 
R-N.C., called for the investigation 
of the 159-regular-bed and 270-long-
term-care-bed hospital in March, citing 
a 2005 report of “inadequate facilities 
and service” to wounded servicemen 
and servicewomen.

Walter Reed’s effect
The request came after the shakeup 

at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in 
Washington D.C. when a newspaper in 
the area reported horrendous mistreat-
ment and living conditions for the pa-
tients. The exposure resulted in the firing 
of Army Maj. Gen. George W. Weight-
man, commander of the hospital.

Watt said he had received numer-
ous complaints about the treatment 
of patients at the Salisbury hospital, 
including allegations that 12 deaths at 
the hospital could have been prevented. 
Although the cases happened more than 
two years ago, Watt said he thought a 
hearing was necessary to determine 
whether the VA hospital in his district 
was providing proper care to military 
patients.

“I think [the VA] was in autopilot 
mode,” he said. “What’s happened at 
Walter Reed has given them a sense of 
renewed importance to resolve these 
issues.”

Not only were the hospital prac-
tices under scrutiny, but the nursing 
homes and services also were found 
lacking. Coble cited a nurse working 
for Hefner VA that reported a veteran 
was in good health, even though he had 
been dead for 12 days. These discrepan-
cies and more are the reason Coble gave 
overwhelming support to Watt and his 
constituency.

“These are very important issues,” 
he said. “By gosh, we owe the veterans 
and we need to respond to them and 
their medical needs.”

Some lawsuits have been filed by 
families of the deceased.

Despite numerous requests for in-
terviews, the W.G. (Bill) Hefner VA Medi-
cal Center media relations department 
refused to comment on the hospital’s 
conduct by press time.

However, the subcommittee de-
manded answers. Key witnesses who 
testified during the special hearing 
included John Daigh, assistant inspec-
tor general for health-care inspections; 
W.G. Hefner VA Medical Center Chief 
of Staff Sidney Steinberg; William Fee-
ley, deputy under secretary for Health 
and Management; and Fleming, of the 
Department of Veteran Affairs.

Quality of care issue
Rep. Harry Mitchell, D-Ariz., the 

subcommittee’s chairman, voiced his 
concern about the quality of care at the 
Salisbury hospital, as well as other VA 
hospitals across the nation.

“Of course, we are here today 
to explore the quality of care avail-
able to our nation’s veterans,” he said. 
“We know there have been significant 
problems at the Salisbury VA Medical 
Center in North Carolina and we’ll be 
using Salisbury as a case study so we 
can better learn if the problems there are 
indicative of quality of care throughout 
the VA medical system.”

Rep. Brian Bilbray, R-Calif., al-
luded to internal cover-ups and chal-
lenged the witnesses to be frank with 
the assessments they give to all VA 
hospitals.

“When we’re talking about people 
dying, we need to have the discipline 
to look at the systemic problems and 
processes that led up to those deaths,” 
he said about the deaths at Hefner. “I 

really see a concern when we do a formal 
assessment and why isn’t it made avail-
able for public review. Is there a process 
here that needs to be changed?”

Rep. Bob Filner, D-Calif., voiced his 
concerns about the “lethargy to remedy 
some serious shortcomings” after Daigh 
testified that his office received numer-
ous complaints about the Salisbury VA 
hospital in August 2004. However, he 
said work overload caused him to refer 
the case to the medical inspector.

‘Bureaucratic speed’
In the end, Daigh said, it took more 

than nine months to find the defects 
and have them “adequately adjusted” 
by the facility.

“The bureaucratic speed worries 
me,” Filner said. “Nine months after the 
hotline call to finally take action. The 
system is very weak. It needs to follow 
up fast to make corrections. We need a 
far better system with a direct passion 
for getting results.”

Watt used the closing of the ses-
sion to press the panel of witnesses for 
additional information on the 12 cases 
where the patients died and, specifically, 
how the family members were treated 
in the aftermath.

Although he’s still unsettled about 
the medical negligence that happened 
at Hefner, Watt said he thought the 
subcommittee was taking a step in the 
right direction.

“I think the hearing was good 
and the process was instrumental,” he 
said. “[The hospital in Salisbury] has 
turned a B rating into a B+ rating with 
an aspiration to be an A+ rating with 
better management, resources, and care. 
They have responded and are continu-
ing to respond.”                                 CJ

The W.G. (Bill) Hefner VA Medical Center in Salisbury, N.C., has fixed reported problems 
and now ranks 35th out of 140 VA hospitals, say VA officals. (VA Photo)
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Gordon Wood: Founders Source of Our Unity and Strength

Gordon Wood, a Pulitzer Prize-
winning historian and Brown 
University professor, recently 

addressed a North Carolina History 
Project Headliner luncheon in Raleigh. 
He also discussed his recent book, 
Revolutionary Characters: What Made the 
Founders Different, with Mitch Kokai for 
Carolina Journal Radio. (Go to http://
www.carolinajournal.com/cjradio/ to 
find a station near you or to learn about 
the weekly CJ Radio podcast.) 

Kokai: We’re going to start with 
some quotes from your book. One of 
the things that struck me right at the 
very beginning: “No other major nation 
honors its past historical characters, 
especially characters who existed two 
centuries ago, in quite the manner that 
we Americans do.” Why do you think 
that is?

Wood: I think it has to do with our 
sense of identity. We’re not a nation in 
the ordinary sense of the term. We don’t 
go back to time immemorial. To be a Brit 
is to be somebody who they recognize 
themselves as British, or the French. 
We’re a nation of immigrants, and as a 
consequence, we need to have something 
else to hold us together, and I think the 
values and the institutions that this 
generation of revolutionary characters 
created gives us our sense of identity, and 
that’s why we go back to them, to reaf-
firm and refresh ourselves, to reaffirm 
our values, our ideas of liberty, equality, 
constitutionalism. That’s what holds us 
tighter — these ideas. We’re not a nation 
in the usual sense of the term. To be an 
American is not to <i>be</i> somebody, 
but to believe in something.

Kokai: You also say that the Found-
ers were preoccupied with their honor 
or their reputation or, in other words, 
the way they were represented and 
viewed by others. “These revolutionary 
leaders,” you write, “inevitably became 
characters, self-fashioned performers in 
the theater of life.” Why was that true?

Wood: That’s right. Our notion of 
character is personality. It’s inward. They 
were aware of other people’s views of 
themselves, and so they were aware of 
their reputations, and they were after 
fame, which is honor through time, if you 
will. “Honor” being, in the 18th century, 
what we mean by “reputation.” And so 
they were concerned about what people 
thought of them, and fashioned them-
selves to fit a certain kind of image they 
had of what a great character was.

  
Kokai: Let’s look at some of the in-

dividual Founders. Look at Washington. 
Your quote is: “Washington was truly a 
great man and the greatest president we 
ever had.” Why is that true?

Wood: Well, first of all, he’s the first, 
and that put a tremendous load on him. 

He really had a responsibility that no 
other president, even Lincoln, has ever 
quite had, and I think all by himself he 
held the nation tighter at a time when 
it could have easily fallen apart. So I 
think for that reason. But he’s also great 
because of the way he acted at the end 
of the war, when he gave up his sword, 
surrendered his sword to the Congress 
and went back to Mount Vernon. That 
was a magnificent act. It electrified the 
world because no general in modern 
times, or even going back to Caesar, 
had ever done such a thing. They all 
expected political rewards commensu-
rate with their military achievements, 
but not Washington, and I think that 
just amazed the world, that he gave up 
power in that way.

Kokai: You also write in Revolu-
tionary Characters that “no one has em-
bodied America’s democratic ideals and 
democratic hopes more than Thomas 
Jefferson.”

Wood: Well, because of the “all men 
are created equal.” Lincoln made a great 
deal of that, and it’s been used by Martin 
Luther King, and every successive gen-
eration has looked back to Jefferson as 
the source of equality, which is I think 
by far the most powerful ideological 
force in American history, the sense that 
we’re all at some level basically equal, 
and Jefferson has stood for that value 
more than any other person.

Kokai: If we mention Jefferson, 
we have to mention his main antago-
nist, Hamilton, whom you describe as 
“nothing if not a hard-headed realist.” 
You say he had “nothing but contempt 
for the pie-in-the-sky dreams of the 
Republican leaders,” that is, the Demo-
cratic-Republicans led by Jefferson and 
Madison.

Wood: That’s right. He disliked 
the utopianism of people like Jefferson 
who he thought were pie-in-the-sky 
dreamers. He is the realist. He’s the 

hard-headed financial genius, and he 
had an image of America that we would 
be a great military fiscal state that could 
take on the European states on their 
own terms, something that Jefferson 
and Madison never shared. They didn’t 
want that kind of strong military state. 
But that’s the kind of state we’ve become, 
so Hamilton’s vision has been fulfilled, 
you might say.

Kokai: We’ve mentioned Jefferson 
and Hamilton. The other key figure at 
that time was James Madison, the father 
of the Constitution. Some historians have 
talked about a James Madison problem 
— that he changed his views from the 
early revolutionary days to the days 
when he took over as president. But you 
don’t see a James Madison problem.

Wood: Well, there seem to be two 
James Madisons: the one in the 1780s 
who was the father of the Constitution, 
who is frightened of the states and 
wants to build a presumably strong na-
tional government; and then there is the 
Madison of the 1790s who is frightened 
of the national government and leads 
the Republican Party in opposition to 
Hamilton and Washington and uses the 
states, in 1798, as the defense against this 
encroaching national government. On 
the surface, there seem to be two James 
Madisons. I think, however, there is only 
one. He simply had no idea of the kind of 
national government that Hamilton was 
going to create and, therefore, went into 
opposition pretty early in the 1790s.

Kokai: You also talked about some 
Founders who may not be considered 
as well as some others these days. I’m 
particularly thinking of Thomas Paine 
and Aaron Burr. And in talking about 
Paine, you mention in your writing 
that “Common Sense is the most radical 
and important pamphlet written in the 
American Revolution and one of the 
most brilliant ever written in the English 
language.” Despite that, Thomas Paine 
is not considered as highly as many of 

the other Founders.

Wood: He committed a great sin. 
At the end of the 1790s he came out with 
The Age of Reason, which was a vicious 
attack on Christianity, and it essentially 
destroyed his reputation in America. 
Teddy Roosevelt called him “that dirty 
little atheist.” He was never an atheist, 
but he certainly was anti-Christian. He 
made fun of Christianity, and that simply 
was beyond the pale, and it destroyed 
his reputation until really the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, when it began 
to recover. But still, he’s always been on 
the margins because of that, I think.

Kokai: And speaking of bad 
reputations, in talking about Aaron Burr 
you say: “Burr was a traitor, not to his 
country, but to his class, and that was 
the real treason of Aaron Burr.”

Wood: Well, he had everything 
going for him. He should have been one 
of the great founders. In fact, he was of 
course vice president under Jefferson at a 
time when it meant something to be vice 
president, and he had everything going 
for him. He was a Princeton graduate, 
but he never seemed to have the same 
values as the other Founders. He is the 
exception that proves the rule. He never 
talked about virtue. He never talked 
about character in quite the same way. 
He had no interest in fame. He never 
saved his papers, and having no interest 
in fame was what appalled Hamilton. He 
couldn’t believe it. And in the end, both 
ends of the political spectrum, Hamilton 
from the right and Jefferson from the 
left, brought Burr down because he was 
a threat to the whole experiment of the 
revolution — that is, that there was a 
possibility of virtuous politics.

Kokai: You mention in your book 
that the growth of egalitarian democracy 
ensures we’re never going to have an-
other generation like the Founders.

Wood: Well, that’s right. De-
mocracy demands a different kind of 
leadership, and that’s one of the prices 
we’ve paid for democracy. That’s why 
we shouldn’t look back nostalgically to 
these men because they were aristocrats, 
and they created the sources of their 
own demise by creating a democratic 
society. It simply became impossible. 
They did not run for elections. They 
stood for election. They were aristocrats, 
and we would not tolerate their kind of 
behavior today.

Kokai: So why then do we pay 
so much attention to the Founders to 
this day?

Wood: Well, I think we should 
still look back to their values and the 
institutions they created. Yes, I think 
that’s the source of our strength. That’s 
the source of our identity. That’s the 
source of our unity.                              CJ

Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and Brown University professor, Gordon Wood. (CJ 
Photo by Don Carrington)
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State School Briefs Garner Group Fights Wake School-Growth Plan
By KAREN McMAHAN
Contributing Editor

GARNER

Citing an increase in school sus-
pensions, declining academic 
performance, and unequal eco-

nomic opportunity, a group of Garner 
citizens pleaded with Wake County 
commissioners during a public hearing 
April 2 to help the parents get “the atten-
tion of the school board” about student 
reassignment and school construction 
issues.

Since 2001, Wake County school 
reassignments have left Garner schools 
with some of  the highest percentage 
of free-reduced lunch students in the 
county. Residents said they wonder 
why they must shoulder a dispropor-
tionate burden of high free-reduced 
lunch students. The number of students 
receiving free-reduced lunches in Garner 
schools are:  Aversboro Elementary, at 
56.4 percent; Creech Road Elementary, 
at 61.8 percent; East Garner Middle, at 
50.7 percent; North Garner Middle, at 
55.8 percent, while many other county 
schools are well under 30 percent.

Citizen concerns 
When asked whether these per-

centages reflect the demographic 
composition of Garner, Mayor Ronnie 
Williams said that he and other town of-
ficials “have provided data to the school 
board to show that Garner does not have 
a high percentage of poor residents.” In 
response, he said school officials have 
pointed to the “34 percent of non-Cau-
casians in their community.” U.S. census 
data from 2000 shows the percentage of 
families in Garner earning below $25,000 
a year at fewer than 20 percent.

Paul Capps, a Garner real estate 
agent and citizen group organizer, said 
the school board has largely ignored 
citizen concerns for over five years and, 
in some cases, for more than 10 years. 
School board members have assured 
Garner citizens in both written com-
munications and at meetings that they 
will address the issues, but their actions 
show otherwise, Capps said.

For example, the group has shown 
the school board that the high percent-
age of free-reduced lunch students in 
Garner schools violates State Board of 
Education and Wake County Public 
School System policies. A WCPSS report 
(Baenen, 2005) said that the purpose of 
reducing the percentage of free-reduced 
lunch students was in response to a 
“large body of research indicating that 
students learn better in economically 
heterogeneous school environments 
than in high poverty schools.”

The same report set school-level 
caps for reassignment decisions at “no 
more than 40% of students receiving 
free or reduced-price lunch” and “no 
more than 25% of students performing 
below grade level.” Yet the school board 
continues to reassign free-reduced lunch 

students from other parts of the county 
to Garner.

Capps thanked the commissioners 
for being the “watchdogs for the Wake 
County Public School System,” but he 
said, “something is wrong when you 
go to work sessions and nothing has 
been looked at.” He said the issues they 
have are about “equal educational op-
portunities, not just in Garner, but in 
Wake County as a whole.” Capps  told 
the commissioners that, in recent years, 
“3,334 families have opted out of their 
base schools in Garner” because of 
dissatisfaction over school quality. The 
families have chosen home schooling, 
magnet and charter schools, or have 
moved to Johnston County or other areas 
outside of Garner, Capps said.

Decline in SATs
The group said reassignments 

have led to a decline in SAT scores and 
academic performance. Before 2001, SAT 
scores at Garner High School had been 
rising. Since then, the scores have been 
declining, and the school is on the state’s 
ABC turnaround team list. In 2006, 45.1 
percent of all students at Garner High 
School scored at or above proficiency. 
By race, 37.3 percent of blacks and 57.8 
percent of whites scored at or above 

proficiency.
After presenting the figures to com-

missioners, Debra McHenry, a Garner 
citizen, told the officials that “we cannot 
afford for there to be two different levels 
of public education” if Wake County 
is to compete in the global workplace. 
McHenry asked, “Will you become a 
partner in policy as well as finance?” 

The high ratio of free-reduced 
lunch students has also created other 
problems. Williams says that as the 
ratio of free-reduced lunch students 
has increased so has the number of 
calls from teachers who complain about 
“not having the time to spend with stu-
dents requiring special attention in the 
classroom.” N.C. Department of Public 
Instruction data show that the average 
number of short-term suspensions per 
100 students has increased in Garner 
High School compared to the district, 
37 versus 26. 

Parental involvement
The group believes that “com-

munity schools foster parental involve-
ment,” and research supports that 
parental involvement is an important 
ingredient in student academic achieve-
ment. David Williams, another Garner 
citizen, cited attendance data showing 
that students from a small part of eastern 
downtown Raleigh are being sent to 11 
middle schools, many of them in Garner 
and most of them free-reduced lunch 
students. “Community schools are an 
ugly word to the Wake County School 
Board,” Williams said. “We don’t need 
more schools in Garner. We need a policy 
on how to assign students.”

Supporting that view, the group 
asked the commissioners to reject the 
school board’s request to purchase land 
to build a new Garner high school.   CJ

Visit The John William Pope Center
for Higher Education Policy online at
popecenter.org for up-to-date higher
education news coverage and research
on North Carolina universities.

The Pope Center is a 501(c)(3) public charity
tax-exempt educational foundation.

Visit the Pope Center online at popecenter.org

Concerned About Higher
Education in North Carolina?

So Are We!

Looking out for today's
college students.

“Community schools 

are an ugly word to the 

Wake County School 

Board.”

David Williams
Garner parent

School buses flunk
Wake County’s school bus 

fleet has one of the state’s worst 
safety ratings, prompting the school 
system to overhaul the way it does 
vehicle maintenance, The News & 
Observer of Raleigh reports.

The latest state inspection of 
the county’s buses found a variety 
of problems such as oil leaks, fuel 
leaks, improper air pressure in tires, 
and inoperative dashboard lights.

Although the defects weren’t 
life-threatening, they gave the 
county the third-worst score of any 
school system in the state this year, 
said Derek Graham, section chief of 
transportation services for the state 
Department of Public Instruction.

The state inspection has led 
to several changes designed to beef 
up maintenance, including:

• Having the maintenance 
coordinator spend more time in 
the field inspecting buses instead 
of staying at his desk.

• Switching some mainte-
nance employees to inspections to 
stop problems sooner.

• Encouraging bus drivers to 
report problems.

• Making sure weekly sched-
ules include time for buses to be 
inspected every 30 days and have 
preventive maintenance.

• Having mechanics come 
in on weekends to catch up on 
maintenance.

Guilford construction
Voters should weigh in on 26 

school construction projects in a 
bond referendum this fall, the Guil-
ford County Board of Education 
decided April 10, The News-Record 
of Greensboro reports. 

Altogether, the list totals 
about $450 million, which includes 
15 percent inflation. 

The board approved the list 
7-4 with Duncan, Anita Sharpe, 
Darlene Garrett, and Kris Cooke 
voting against the list. At least two 
public hearings were to be con-
ducted  during April and May. 

The board plans to stick by 
its promise to rebuild Jamestown 
Middle, expand Ragsdale High and 
construct Special Education West in 
High Point. 

The approved project list 
included renovations at Alamance, 
Hunter, and Summerfield elemen-
tary schools; Allen Middle, Allen 
Jay Middle, Northwest Middle, 
Southeast Middle; and Dudley, 
Grimsley, High Point Central, 
Southeast, and Southwest high 
schools.                                 CJ
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Commentary

School-to-Work Reconsidered
Public Schools Could Start
Earlier If State Senate Agrees

Lindalyn
 Kakadelis

By HAL YOUNG
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH 

Public schools might once again 
open as early as Aug. 8 if the N.C. 
Senate agrees to a bill passed by 

the House. It won’t happen without a 
fight, though, as grass-roots organizers 
plan to continue their efforts to preserve a 
traditional summer break for students.

The existing law blocks out June 
10 through Aug. 25 as the minimum 
summer vacation for schools on a tra-
ditional calendar. The new bill, HR 359, 
would allow entire school systems to 
qualify for waivers from the restrictions 
if the county has a community college, 
a nearby university, Advanced Place-
ment, or International Baccalaureate 
programs, block scheduling, or “emer-
gency situations,” effectively bypassing 
the 2004 law.

“Really, that was the basic intent,” 
said Rep. J. H. Langdon, a Johnston 
County Republican and a retired high 
school teacher who voted for the bill.  “It 
just makes sense to return that decision 
to local school boards, and let them do 
the job they’re elected to do,” he said.

Local control
Rep. Marvin Lucas is the Demo-

cratic cochairman of the committee and 
a retired principal from Cumberland 
County. “Not every school system or 
LEA has the same needs and desires,” 
he said. “This is a vast state, there are 
many agrarian areas as well as urban 
schools, and it depends on what your 
circumstances are. If I lived at the coast, 
certainly I wouldn’t want to start be-
fore Labor Day. It is a matter for local 
control.”

That argument didn’t carry any 
weight with parent organizer Louisa Lee, 
president of Save Our Summers and a 
leading proponent for the 2004 legisla-
tion. Lee, who taught in Wake County 
schools for 14 years and was a member of 
the advisory panel for school calendars, 
said “local control” is a misnomer.

“When we hear the term, we 
hear ‘administrative power’,” she said.  
Before the 2004 law passed, she said, 
“parents had been going to local school 
boards for seven or eight years, begging 
them to stop this ‘calendar creep.’” 
Nevertheless, she said, “by 2002, over 92 
percent of the schools in the state were 
starting between July 31 and August 13. 
Going to the General Assembly was the 
last resort.”

But Lucas said the later start also 
caused academic and testing problems. 
“It makes more sense to have semes-
ters end before the holidays,” he said, 
especially for schools that adopt block 
scheduling.  

“The students really lose a lot of 
their instruction over those two and a 

half weeks,” Lucas said.
The 2004 bill, HR 1464, was pro-

moted not only by grass-roots organizers 
but also by the tourism industry, which 
said the longer vacation season would 
benefit both the industry and the com-
munities that collected taxes on it. New 
Hanover County officials told the News & 
Observer of Raleigh recently the county’s 
occupancy tax revenues for the month 
of August alone had increased by more 
than $113,000 since 2004.  

Still, HR 1464 drew criticism when 
House leaders routed it through the 
Commerce Committee but bypassed 
the Education Committee altogether. 
The companion bill in the Senate did 
go to that body’s committee and passed 
with the support of Senate President 
Pro Tem Marc Basnight, who represents 
Dare County.

Lucas said that he was “cajoled” 
into voting for the existing law in 2004, 
but that his vote shouldn’t be interpreted 
as support for the original bill.

On to the Senate
Langdon said the public hearings 

on HR 359, which did go to the Education 
Committee, were “some of the best” he 
has seen in the General Assembly. “Ev-
eryone had a chance to be thoroughly 
heard,” he said.

But Lee said her organization 
noticed many legislators arrived late 
because of schedule conflicts, and the 
meetings were crowded with school em-
ployees, including more than 200 public 
school administrators who packed the 
committee room the day of the vote. 

HR 359 passed the House on a  
77-35 vote, and the measure moves to 
the Senate, where Lee plans to work 
“just as hard” in spite of the setback. 
“I’m an optimist,” she said, “but we’re 
not taking anything for granted. We’re 
not going to let up.”                             CJ

New legislation in Florida is 
sure to resurrect dormant 
debate over the merits 

of school-to-work programs. An 
education policy darling during 
the Clinton years, school-to-work 
legislation sparked controversy fol-
lowing its 1994 passage. 
But intensified federal 
focus on accountability 
has since relegated many 
school-to-work pro-
grams to the ash heap of 
unfunded, forgotten re-
forms. Now, a resurgence 
of interest in school-to-
work philosophies has 
parents and educators 
thinking long and hard 
about how to balance the 
needs of students with a 
changing economy.  

Recently, the Florida 
Senate approved a law requiring all 
public high schools to create career 
academies. District school boards 
also would be required to “develop 
strategic plans to address and 
meet local and regional workforce 
needs.” Career academies could 
then churn out graduates with 
industry certification tied to the 
needs of area businesses. Lawmak-
ers expect a big future payout from 
school-to-work programs, counting 
on them to transform Florida into 
“the next Silicon Valley.” 

State officials in North Caro-
lina are hopping on the school-
to-work bandwagon as well. 
New state high school graduation 
requirements include an “endorse-
ment” of at least four units in one 
particular content or vocational 
area. Many state school systems 
now embrace a “Learn & Earn” 
program, giving students the 
option of a five-year high school 
program that enables them to earn 
a high school diploma and a com-
munity college associate degree in a 
particular career pathway. 

What’s the concern about ty-
ing education to the demands of the 
labor market? After all, acting on 
“workforce needs” sounds like an 
economic imperative. The hard fact 
is that interjecting the needs of the 
labor market directly into our K-12 
schools subverts the fundamental 
purpose of education. I’m not advo-
cating that we banish all vocational 
training and career knowledge from 
high schools. Clearly, there’s a place 
for a well-crafted curriculum that 
exposes students to a variety of 
career paths. But forcing schools to 
respond to “workforce needs” turns 
them into training camps for little 
workers, rather than laboratories 

of learning where students master 
core academic subjects.  

By their very nature, school-
to-work programs limit time on 
task in the basics, siphoning valu-
able hours away from academic 
subjects. Mandated vocational 

training and job ap-
prenticeships during the 
school day crowd out 
instruction in writing, 
grammar, and math; the 
irony, of course, is that 
mastery in these areas 
is a boon to any busi-
ness. School-to-work 
proponents who think 
vocational training will 
produce a generation 
of prepared workers 
are missing the point 
entirely: The key reason 
kids leave high school 

ill-equipped to handle the world of 
work is that they aren’t proficient in 
the basics. Virtually any academic 
comparison of American students 
with pupils in other industrialized 
nations is proof positive of our 
widespread academic shortcom-
ings. School-to-work programs as 
early as kindergarten won’t fix this 
deficit; better instructional practices 
and higher standards just might.

School-to-work programs also 
exalt the needs of the labor mar-
ket over the hopes and dreams of 
students. This represents a trou-
bling paradigm shift in our brave 
new world of educational priorities: 
Since when did education become 
a slave to industry? Obviously, 
educators must be mindful of the 
realities of the global economy, but 
this knowledge should never be 
used to rob the educational process 
of its ability to nurture and mold 
ambition. 

American education can’t 
serve two masters. If the labor 
market calls the shots, the needs of 
students lose out. This is not as it 
should be – children are not simply 
human capital, expended for the 
benefit of the workforce. And the 
purpose of education is not to con-
script young minds into service for 
the global economy. Education was 
conceived with far loftier goals – to 
inform, to instruct, and to inspire. 
Administered in this way, educa-
tion has the power to be, in the 
words of W.B. Yeats, the “lighting of 
a fire,” igniting youthful ambition 
and dreams, and ultimately trans-
forming the world of work.           CJ

Lindalyn Kakadelis is director of 
the North Carolina Education Alliance.

“If I lived at the coast, 

certainly I wouldn’t want 

to start before Labor 

Day.”
Rep. Marvin Lucas

Cumberland County
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School Reform Notes Is achievement gap closing?

N.C. Report Cards: A Question of TrustJLF: Build less, teach more
Unfortunately for North Car-

olina’s students, most of the adult 
debate over schools has focused on 
where to find the money to build the 
schools to accommodate the state’s 
rapidly growing student popula-
tion, a report issued recently by the 
John Locke Foundation says. Last 
year several N.C. counties passed 
bonded indebtedness of nearly $1.5 
billion. Now, county and state of-
ficials are discussing bonds totaling 
an additional $3.6 billion. 

Lost in the discussion is the 
fact that buildings don’t teach stu-
dents anything, the report says. An 
illustration of this concept is found 
in BASIS High School in Tucson, 
Ariz. Newsweek magazine ranked 
BASIS third among all high schools 
in the nation. BASIS achieved the 
prestigious ranking in a building 
that offers only 60 square feet per 
high school student, compared to 
North Carolina’s average of 168 
square feet per high school student. 
BASIS’s building cost $9,242 per 
high school student, compared 
to the North Carolina average of 
$23,356 per high school student. 

Lexington’s graduation rate
Lexington City Schools of-

ficials say they hope a new task 
force will help find ways to raise 
the school system’s low gradua-
tion rate, the Winston-Salem Journal 
reports.

At 43.7 percent, Lexington’s 
school system has the lowest gradu-
ation rate in the state. Davidson 
County’s other two school systems 
— Davidson County Schools and 
Thomasville City Schools — fared 
better. Davidson’s was 67.1 per-
cent and Thomasville’s was 50 
percent.

Statewide, 68.1 percent of 
high-school students graduate on 
time, according to figures from 
the N.C. Department of Public 
Instruction.

School officials began look-
ing at forming a task force on 
graduation rates after a story in 
the Winston-Salem Journal on March 
22 looked at the issue. “The Journal 
article brought awareness to the 
community of how low we really 
are,” Superintendent Becky Bloxam 
said.

In the story, community 
leaders said that part of the prob-
lem was that Lexington residents 
hadn’t put a value on getting a 
high-school diploma because for 
years they could get a decent-
paying job without one.    CJ

By KAREN McMAHAN
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

A review of student performance 
data reported by the N.C. De-
partment of Public Instruction 

raises questions about how well the state 
is doing in reaching the No Child Left 
Behind Act’s ultimate goal of having 
all pupils performing at proficiency or 
higher by 2014. 

Particularly difficult to gauge is 
whether the public schools, including 
charter schools, are closing the achieve-
ment gap for economically disadvan-
taged students as well as major ethnic 
and racial groups.

The act requires schools to provide 
annual state and district report cards to 
the public and parents in a format that is 
“understandable and uniform.” The data 
are to be widely and readily available 
through agencies, the media, and the In-
ternet so that parents and the public can 
determine whether students are making 
adequate yearly progress toward meet-
ing the state’s academic achievement 
standards. While the data are available 
to North Carolinians, one can argue that 
the format and manner in which they 
are provided make understanding the 
results confusing at best and difficult, if 
not impossible, at worst.

To gain access to the results, a par-
ent or citizen must click on several tabs 
scattered on different areas of the DPI 
website. Often the user is redirected to 
other sites. With separate tabs for NCLB, 
AYP, state tests, disaggregated data, 
and so forth, a parent or citizen has a 
hard time determining what the results 
truly mean. Inconsistent terminology 
and report formats further confound 
the reader.

For example, the NCLB section of 
the NC Public Schools Web site reports 
that the state failed to make adequate 
yearly progress in 2005-2006 in reading 
for grades three through eight. Among 
the items reported are number of stu-
dents tested, percent tested, percent 
proficient at or above grade level, atten-
dance, proficiency goal, and so forth. 

Deciphering the data
Because the data are under the 

NCLB section, one expects to see the 
data disaggregated by NCLB designated 
subgroup (e.g., all students, racial/ethic 
groups, economically disadvantaged, 
limited English proficiency, and so on). 
Instead, one finds a subgroup called 
free-reduced lunch, leaving one to 
wonder whether that is the same thing 
as economically disadvantaged. No 
explanation is provided.

In another section of the Web site, 
data are provided for individual schools 
and then compared to the state’s over-
all averages. In some cases, the reader 
finds data reported by proficiency at or 

above Level III. How does that compare 
to AYP? One is directed to yet another 
location, often without success in find-
ing data that makes it possible to draw 
comparisons. Rather than free-reduced 
lunch as in other reports, the data are 
provided under the 10 NCLB designated 
subgroups, including economically 
disadvantaged.

Notably, a large percentage of char-
ter schools show zero for the number of 
economically disadvantaged students 
tested, despite these schools having 
students in that category. Numerous 
attempts were made to contact officials 
in the Department of Public Instruction 
to clarify the definition of economically 
disadvantaged students and to find out 
why there are such inconsistencies in 
format among the reports and why it 
is hard to find information in a single 
location. After three weeks, Chris Co-
bitz, chief of Reporting Section for the 
Department of Public Instruction, called 
and provided a few answers.

Schools required to report
Cobitz said that North Carolina 

has petitioned the U.S. Department 
of Education to define economically 
disadvantaged as a school’s “partici-
pation in the free and reduced lunch 
program,” specifically the National 
School Lunch program. He also said any 
school, whether charter or regular public 
school, that has “fewer than 40 students 
on free and reduced lunch are not held 
to a target” and are not included in the 
AYP reports. 

At the bottom of some tables in the 
reports, the reader is told that “N/A” 
means that there were fewer than five 
in that subgroup. Finding the explana-
tion for that disparity on Web sites was 
impossible until being directed to it by 
Cobitz.

When asked about the variability 
in reporting formats and how this leads 
to confusion and difficulty in making 
comparisons, Cobitz admitted that the 
data could be confusing but insisted 
that state education officials are report-
ing the data as prescribed by the NCLB 
requirements. 

Ken Templeton, principal of Union 
Academy, said that all charter schools, 
like other public schools, are required 
to report data on all students. Temple-

ton said that his school probably has 
a higher percentage of economically 
disadvantaged students than the data 
show because many parents are reluc-
tant to “fill out the forms because of the 
social stigma.”

Lindalyn Kakadelis, director of 
the NC Education Alliance, agreed and 
said the lack of the data leaves charter 
schools open to the charge that they are 
“elitist and do not serve minority and 
economically disadvantaged students 
when, in fact, many of them do serve 
large numbers of these students.”

Templeton estimated that 10 per-
cent of Union Academy’s population is 
economically disadvantaged, but the 
school does not participate in free and 
reduced lunch because the percentage 
does not meet the required threshold. 
Therefore, the state school report card 
for Union Academy reports no data 
in the economically disadvantaged 
subgroup. 

Such disparities make it hard to 
determine whether public schools are 
doing a good job of meeting progress 
toward the NCLB proficiency goals and, 
specifically, whether charter schools are 
doing a better job of closing the achieve-
ment gap for disadvantaged students.

A 2006 report from the Congres-
sional Research Service on NCLBA 
implementation found that variations 
among states in assessment and profi-
ciency standards, definitions of specified 
student subgroups and minimum pupil 
group size, use of confidence interval 
in AYP determinations, extent of the 95 
percent test participation rate, among 
other issues, make it harder to deter-
mine whether schools are meeting AYP 
standards. Results on North Carolina’s 
state report cards appear to validate 
these concerns.

Data possibly skewed
Apart from its narrow definition 

of economically disadvantaged, North 
Carolina reports data in other ways 
that might skew the results in favor of 
a higher percentage of schools meet-
ing AYP. The confidence interval to 
determine whether group test scores 
fall below required thresholds to a sta-
tistically significant degree makes an 
important difference in the validity of 
AYP determinations. 

North Carolina uses a confidence 
level of 95 percent rather than the more 
rigorous 99 percent. Adjustments to the 
size of pupil student group and assess-
ment participation rates can also lead to 
a higher percentage of schools appearing 
to meet AYP.

The 2006 CRS report also cau-
tioned that some states are choosing to 
“lower their standards of ‘proficient’ 
performance” to make it easier to meet 
the NCLBA goals and thus “hide the 
low performance of their schools.”   CJ
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Vinroot Wins Cases Involving Charter School Funding
By JIM STEGALL
Contributing Editor

ASHEBORO

Richard Vinroot, lawyer, former 
mayor of Charlotte, and onetime 
Republican candidate for gover-

nor, has represented lawsuits twice over 
the last two years to force school boards 
to hand over local money that the law 
says charter schools are entitled to. He 
has won both cases.

At the heart of the matter is a sec-
tion of state law that says school boards 
must give local charter schools the same 
per-pupil funding for operations the 
boards gives to other public schools in 
their districts. Some boards have tried 
to withhold a portion of the operating 
funds, only to be taken to court. So far 
the courts have been sympathetic to 
the charter schools, but the process is 
expensive and not all charter schools 
can afford the lengthy litigation that 
is often necessary to recover the funds 
they are owed.

Union County resistance
Some school boards have tried to 

devise legal justifications for withhold-
ing money. For years Asheville City 
Schools refused to share the proceeds 
from its fines and forfeitures account 
with a local charter school until forced 
to do so in a landmark court case. By 
law, the clear proceeds from fines and 
forfeitures must be given to local school 
districts and become part of the per-pupil 
operations funds, which must be shared 
equally with charter schools.

The Union County Board of 
Education briefly flirted with the idea of 
reclassifying certain operating funds as 
“capital” funds (for acquisition of real 
property and construction costs), which 

charter schools may not legally receive. 
The board ultimately rejected that ap-
proach, but continued to resist paying 
a local charter school, Union Academy, 
an equal per-pupil amount.

Vinroot represented Union Acad-
emy in that case. The money in question, 
about  $350,000, came from a special 
schools tax that had originally applied 
only to the city of Monroe. But the county 
and city schools systems had merged 
in the 1980s, and the tax had since been 
extended to apply to the entire county. 
Because that money was still being raised 

and accounted for separately from gen-
eral tax revenues allocated to schools by 
the county commissioners, the school 
system reasoned that the system didn’t 
have to share it. After losing several 
motions, the school board reached a 
settlement with Union Academy for the 
full amount sought.

Vinroot said he deplores the strate-
gies being used by some local boards. 
“LEAs [local education authorities] are 
doing all they can to keep as much and 
pay as little as possible,” he said.

In Vinroot’s view, school boards 

have a responsibility “to share those 
funds equally” among all public school 
students, not just those that attend tra-
ditional, noncharter schools. “I view 
them [the school boards] as a trustee; 
they’re responsible for all the kids in the 
public schools, but they’re not doing it 
that way,” he said.

Unfortunately for the charter 
schools, victory in the courts is some-
times not enough. In the Asheville case, 
the courts ruled in 2004 that the district 
owed Francine Delaney New School for 
Children its fair share of the fines and 
forfeitures money going to 1997. But the 
legislature intervened and passed a law 
that limited school districts’ liability for 
illegally withheld funds to only those 
withheld since 2003.

‘Expensive’ and ‘frustrating’
While Union Academy eventually 

got its money, it was an expensive and 
frustrating experience. “It took over a 
year of legal court activities from the time 
we took the formal legal action to receive 
our monies, it turned out, that had been 
withheld from as far back as 2001. We 
lost interest on that money and the legal 
fees, neither of which were recoverable,” 
Headmaster Ken Templeton said.

Vinroot is currently suing the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System 
for more than $800,000 on behalf of five 
area charter schools. According to the 
Charlotte Observer, the CMS board has 
been setting aside money for special 
programs in its own schools before 
dividing up the remaining budget on a 
per-pupil basis, leaving less for the char-
ter schools. While the courts have made 
some initial rulings in Vinroot’s favor, 
both sides are now appealing various 
aspects of the rulings.                           CJ

“LEAs [local education 

authorities] are doing 

all they can to keep as 

much and pay as little as 

possible ...   I view them 

[the school boards] as a 

trustee; they’re respon-

sible for all the kids in 

the public schools, but 

they’re not doing it that 

way.”

Richard Vinroot
Attorney for Union Academy

in charter school funding 
case
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Campus Briefs

Proposal to Create UNC-Rocky Mount Derailed
Supporters pin hopes on BOG

By SHANNON BLOSSER
Contributing Editor

ROCKY MOUNT

Last year, several legislators from 
the Rocky Mount area proposed a 
feasibility study of adding North 

Carolina Wesleyan College to the Uni-
versity of North Carolina system.

One year later, a report has effec-
tively ended discussions about adding 
the private, liberal arts college, affiliated 
with the United Methodist Church, into 
the system. Supporters of “UNC-Rocky 
Mount” have said they are not giving up 
on the idea, however.

The report was issued in late March 
by a committee led by former UNC-
Wilmington Chancellor James Leutze. 
It concluded that adding NCWC into 
the system would not meet educational 
needs in the region in a fiscally respon-
sible way.

 To become a viable UNC institu-
tion, the report said, the school would 
have had to grow to 2,500 students. NC 
Wesleyan has 1,231 students currently, 
but only 802 at the Rocky Mount cam-
pus. The remaining students take part 
in distance education programs that 
would have been eliminated had UNC 
taken over the school.

“We also have concluded that the 
UNC system can provide high-quality 
education to this number of additional 
students in a far more efficient and cost-
effective manner,” the report says. 

Supporters had promoted the idea 
hoping that it would spur economic 
growth in the Rocky Mount area and im-
prove the area’s educational climate.

History surrounding proposal
This is not the first time UNC of-

ficials received a request from Rocky 
Mount civic leaders and from NC Wes-
leyan officials expressing hope that the 
state would take over the campus. 

In 1975, N.C. Wesleyan’s Board of 
Trustees conducted a special meeting in 
which members voted to offer the school 
to the UNC system, according to a study 
report presented to then-UNC President 
William Friday, asking him to address 
the proposal. The proposal appeared 
to be an effort to save the college from 
financial troubles. Judge J. Phil Carlton, 
who chaired the board, said acquisition 
of the school by the state was “the only 
alternative to the permanent closing of 
the school.” 

The 1975 report, however, respond-
ed that there was “no demonstrable need 
for the addition of another constituent 
institution” in the UNC system and 
recommended against the request.

Current findings
The latest study casts similar 

doubts on the feasibility of adding 
N.C. Wesleyan to the UNC system. The 

current report examined the school’s 
financial standing, demographic issues, 
academic concerns, and higher-educa-
tion needs across the state. 

Most of the concerns centered 
on whether NCWC would be able to 
attract an additional 1,697 students on 
campus over the next seven to 14 years,  
considered essential if the college was 
to become a viable public institution. 
The counties surrounding Rocky Mount 
have experienced an 8 percent drop in 
college attendance within the UNC sys-
tem over the past five years. To obtain 
even that many new students, the report 
said, admissions standards would have 
to be set extremely low.

“If academic standards were set 
low, this fact alone would make it very 
difficult to convince well-prepared stu-
dents from outside the region to choose 
UNC-Rocky Mount over better-known 
alternatives — whether they were other 
UNC institutions or private colleges,” 
the report said.

Other UNC institutions, especially 
the six within a 100-mile radius of the 
N.C. Wesleyan campus, the report says, 
could absorb many of the students 
that would have to go to “UNC-Rocky 
Mount” if it were to reach the necessary 
size for a state university. 

Another problem, the study says, 
is the costs of adding the school to the 
UNC system. The report estimated the 
costs at $207 million over a seven-year 
period. Of that, $115 million would go 
toward operating costs, and $92 million 
for capital improvements. 

The report questioned such a high 
expense when other areas have more 
need, even based simply on how far 
they are from a UNC campus right now. 
According to the report, Onslow County 
has more need for a UNC institution than 
do Nash or Edgecombe counties.

“There are a number of other areas 
of the state that could be described as 
underserved, and in making a decision 
of such far-reaching importance, the 
Board of Governors should not consider 
the educational needs of any single 
community or region in a vacuum,” the 
report says.

Next Steps
The Board of Governors must now 

decide what it will do with the recom-
mendations. Scheduled to meet later 
this month, the board can follow the 
recommendations or follow a different 
path. It could consider proposals that 
the feasibility study presented to ad-
dress educational concerns in the Rocky 
Mount area.

The study also suggested that the 
Rocky Mount area could play a role in 
discussions for the UNC Tomorrow 
initiative. “The appropriate role of 
NCWC should certainly be a factor in 
those discussions,” the report said.      CJ

Shannon Blosser is manager of the 
Chapel Hill office of the John William Pope 
Center for Higher Education Policy. 

Chapel Hill students
promote Fair Tax

Editor’s Note: Campus Briefs 
is a new feature of Carolina 
Journal that will highlight 

campus events across the state. It 
will replace Course of the Month 
as a regular feature.

• In late March, NCSU Col-
lege Republicans created a petition 
against using student fees, student 
tuition, and public funds to form or 
support a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual-
Transgender Center on the NCSU 
campus.  The petitioners said, “We 
feel [the LGBT Center] is a duplica-
tion of services already provided to 
students through Student Health 
Services, Project Safe and BGLA.” 
More on this story can be found on 
Page 15.

• On April 17, students at 
UNC-CH hosted a Fair Tax Rally 
on campus.  They promoted the 
Fair Tax as a “fair, efficient, trans-
parent and intelligent solution 
to the frustration and inequity of 
our current tax system.”  The Fair 
Tax plan would replace all federal 
income taxes with a national retail 
sales tax.

• The Duke Conservative 
Union hosted “The Great Im-
migration Debate” on March 27 
between conservative blogger Pe-
ter Brimelow and journalist Peter 
Laufer.  Brimelow is the author of 
Alien Nation: Common Sense about 
America’s Immigration Disaster. 
Laufer is the author of Wetback Na-
tion: The Case for Opening the Mexican 
American Border. 

• On April 3, UNC-Wilm-
ington College Republicans hosted 
“Global Cooling Day” by passing 
out frozen treats and climate facts on 
campus.  Club members distributed 
facts about carbon dioxide, global 
temperature cycles, and the sun; 
arguing that manmade emissions 
are not responsible for global warm-
ing.

• It seems that political cor-
rectness trumps personal safety at 
NCSU.  Crime alerts from campus 
police at NC State include the 
height, weight and sometimes 
hair color of suspected criminals, 
but avoid stating the race of the 
perpetrator.  One NCSU student 
says, “I do not feel that my safety 
is a top priority at NCSU. Rather, it 
appears that some form of political 
correctness is top priority.”      CJ

Campus Briefs are compiled 
by Jenna Ashley Robinson, campus 
outreach coordinator for the John Wil-
liam Pope Center for Higher Education 
Policy. 

as reported in

The Decline and Revival
of Liberal Learning at Duke:
The Focus and Gerst Programs
Russell K. Nieli

To receive your free copy,
call 919.532.3600 or email
shaw@popecenter.org

Visit the Pope Center online at popecenter.org for additional reports and studies

Duke Improves
Freshman Experience

“There are a number of 

other areas of the state 

that could be described 

as underserved.” 

Leutze Report
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Right Call on Rocky Mount
UNC Forum Debates Proposal
For ‘Academic Bill of Rights’

Shannon
Blosser

By JENNA ASHLEY ROBINSON
Contributing Editor

CHAPEL HILL

An “academic bill of rights” for 
universities proposed in the 
legislatures of 20 states has 

pitted faculty members against their 
critics in a lively but sometimes bitter 
controversy. 

The bill of rights was the topic of 
a UNC forum presented March 30 by 
the Parr Center for Ethics and the UNC-
Chapel Hill philosophy department. 
The title, “Academe at War: A Critical 
Look at David Horowitz’s Campaign 
against Academic Freedom,” indicates 
that faculty members consider the bill, 
designed and promoted by the David 
Horowitz Freedom Center, as an attack 
on their academic freedom. Horowitz, 
however, considers it a way to remedy 
the intellectual narrowness on campuses 
today. 

Agreement on basics
Professor Kurt Smith, associate 

professor of philosophy at Bloomsburg 
University in Pennsylvania, was among 
the lead presenters. Smith has opposed 
the bill in hearings conducted by the 
Pennsylvania legislature, which formed 
a select committee to examine academic 
freedom in response to Horowitz’s Aca-
demic Bill of Rights. At those hearings, 
Smith opposed the legislation that cre-
ated the process.

Both professors and critics of 
higher education agree that “academic 
freedom and intellectual diversity are 
values indispensable to the American 
university” (to quote from Horowitz’s 
bill of rights). They differ on the limita-
tions of academic freedom and to whom 
it applies.  

The academic bill of rights, first 
proposed in 2003, seeks to protect profes-
sors from facing ideological litmus tests 
in hiring and tenure processes and to 
protect students from faculty proselytiz-
ing in the classroom. 

Enforcement unspecified
The academic bill of rights out-

lines practices and principles that seek 
to preserve intellectual diversity and 
freedom of thought on campuses. The 
bill addresses the ways in which faculty 
committees and administration make 
hiring, firing, and tenure decisions for 
professors.  It also addresses grading, 
curricula, and selection and treatment of 
campus speakers. It does not, however, 
specify an enforcement mechanism.

Members of the academy are suspi-
cious. According to Smith, the bill and 
Horowitz’s campaign could be used to 
stifle professors and demand official 
versions of “intellectual diversity” in 

the classroom and on campus. Smith, 
the American Association of Univer-
sity Professors, and other academic 
organizations object to any limitations 
or oversight on professors, tenure com-
mittees, or faculty groups.  They claim 
that such demands constitute dangerous 
limitations on university autonomy. 
Smith compared the academic bill of 
rights to Woodrow Wilson’s Committee 
for Public Information and the House 
Un-American Activities Committee 
under Joseph McCarthy. In his view, 
the bill could be used as a tool to silence 
unpopular opinions. 

The AAUP, a staunch opponent, is 
against the bill not because of its princi-
ples, but for implementing them in ways 
that are “inappropriate and dangerous.” 
In a statement on the bill of rights, an 
AAUP committee said it stands by the 
principles of neutrality and nonindoc-
trination so long as they are “conceived 
as a question of academic judgment” 
and not determined by the law or by 
outside authorities. “The danger of such 
guidelines is that they invite diversity 
to be measured by political standards 
that diverge from the academic criteria 
of the scholarly profession.”

Some see dangers
Libertarians and some critics from 

the right oppose the bill because they see 
it as another layer of unneeded govern-
ment bureaucracy and possibly danger-
ous oversight of academic decisions.

Proponents of an academic bill 
of rights claim that it will open 
the tenure process to conserva-
tive professors or others who do 
not toe the left-liberal campus line. 

The bill states, “All faculty shall 
be hired, fired, promoted and granted 
tenure on the basis of their competence 
and appropriate knowledge in the field 
of their expertise.” Opponents claim 
that this will lead to hiring to meet 
ideological quotas. The fundamental 
question appears to be, “Who is the 
final arbiter of academic policy?”       CJ

Jenna Ashley Robinson is campus 
outreach coordinator for the John William 
Pope Center for Higher Education Policy. 

Recently, a study commission 
examining the feasibility 
of bringing North Carolina 

Wesleyan College into the Uni-
versity of North Carolina system 
released its findings and recommen-
dations.

Legislators from eastern 
North Carolina created and backed 
the commission last year. Political 
and business leaders 
from Rocky Mount had 
hoped that adding N.C. 
Wesleyan into the UNC 
system would give an 
economic boost to the 
region, described by one 
supporter like a “Third 
World country.” While 
acknowledging the 
economic concerns, the 
report made it clear UNC 
had to look at what was 
best for the entire state, 
not just a particular region.

First of all, the commission 
examined the proposal’s cost, which 
was placed at $207 million. Com-
missioners were not convinced the 
expenditure was the best use of 
UNC funds.

Another key issue for the 
commission was whether the school 
could attract 2,500 students. That 
number was regarded as the mini-
mum needed to be a public institu-
tion, putting it on par with UNC-
Asheville and Elizabeth City State.

The commission’s doubt 
stemmed from the fact that there 
has been no increase in students 
from Nash and surrounding coun-
ties attending UNC institutions. 
Over the past five years the percent-
age of high school graduates from 
that area attending UNC institu-
tions has decreased by 8 percent. 
The report also pointed out that to 
attract enough students to UNC-
Rocky Mount, admissions and 
academic standards would have to 
be low. Even then, there would be 
no guarantee that the “if you build 
it they will come” model of higher 
education would work in Rocky 
Mount.

Supporters had argued that 
adding UNC-Rocky Mount to the 
UNC system would help it to bet-
ter serve the estimated increase 
of 80,000 students by 2017. The 
commission said “we must ask 
ourselves whether a UNC-Rocky 
Mount would significantly mitigate 
UNC’s growth challenge or whether 
the University system is capable of 
absorbing the additional students 
anticipated for UNC-Rocky Mount 
in other ways.”

UNC could easily absorb 
the 2,500 students who might be 
serviced by UNC-Rocky Mount. For 
instance, nearby East Carolina Uni-
versity wants to increase enrollment 
by 4,000 students in five years. 

If there really should be an 
increase in demand for higher 
education in the area, most of UNC-
Rocky Mount’s 2,500 students could 

be absorbed by area 
institutions reaching 
their enrollment targets. 
Admissions officials at 
ECU, Fayetteville State, 
and Elizabeth City State 
say that they have fallen 
short of their enrollment 
targets in each of the 
last several years. As the 
report concludes, area 
institutions have “the 
capacity to grow in the 
years ahead.”

Even though the commission’s 
report is firmly against UNC taking 
over NC Wesleyan, that doesn’t 
mean that UNC can’t play a role in 
improving the education quality of 
residents in the Rocky Mount area. 
The report makes clear that there 
are ways that can be accomplished 
without creating an expensive new 
burden to state residents. It specifi-
cally mentions the existing Gateway 
Technology Center, a joint distance 
education program at N.C. Wes-
leyan College with courses being 
offered by ECU and N.C. State 
University.

The report recommends offer-
ing more on-line education pro-
grams and offering courses at the 
center. Online education offers more 
flexibility for students without the 
high cost of new “bricks and mor-
tar” investment by the state.

Over the history of this 
controversy, the Pope Center has 
published several articles subjecting 
to critical analysis the arguments in 
favor of the Rocky Mount proposal. 
It’s gratifying to see that the com-
mission has arrived at the same 
conclusions the Pope Center did.

After the release of the report, 
backers of the proposal were disap-
pointed, but unwilling to concede 
defeat. They are hoping the Board 
of Governors will ignore the recom-
mendations and vote to support the 
project when it meets this month. 
That seems unlikely. The commis-
sion’s analysis was painstaking and 
solid.                                                 CJ

Shannon Blosser is manager of the 
Chapel Hill office of the John William Pope 
Center for Higher Education Policy. 

“Academic freedom and 

intellectual diversity are 

values indispensable to 

the American university.” 

Academic Bill of Rights
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Bats in the Belltower

UNCW’s Student Editors
Unable to Ferret Out Satire

Jon
Sanders

BOG Elections Still Politicized
But More in Line With Rules
By SHANNON BLOSSER
Contributing Editor

CHAPEL HILL

The General Assembly has selected 
16 members of the University of 
North Carolina Board of Gover-

nors, to begin their terms in July. The 
selection process, which ended in April, 
was more in line with legislative rules 
than in recent years. 
There is still some con-
troversy, however, espe-
cially about the slate of 
candidates presented to 
the Senate.

The 32-member 
board oversees the 16-
campus University of 
North Carolina system. 
North Carolina is one 
of only two states in 
which all the members 
of the higher education 
governing board are selected by the 
legislature.

 Until 2001, BOG members were 
elected following a policy of quotas for 
party, gender, and race. When a lawsuit 
raised questions of the constitutionality 
of the procedure, the election became 
more open, but still highly politicized. 
Each chamber of the legislature, fol-
lowing its own rules, elects eight of 
the 16 positions that become available 
every two years. Members serve for 
four years.

In 2005, the John William Pope 
Center for Higher Education Policy 
recommended that the governor, not 
the legislature, appoint members. More 
recently, the North Carolina Center for 
Public Policy Research recommended 
that the governor appoint 24 of the 32 
members, subject to legislative confirma-
tion. Of the 16 people elected by N.C. 
legislators this spring, six were elected 
for the first time; the 10 others were 
re-elected. 

Nomination process
House members finished their 

nomination process first. Members 
elected Waynesville lawyer Ronald 
Leatherwood, former Robeson County 
schools leader Purnell Swett, and former 
Fayetteville Mayor Marshall B. Pitts Jr. 
to their first term of office. The House 
also re-elected Charles Hayes, who was 
elected in 2005 to serve an unexpired 
term, G. Leroy Lail, Priscilla Taylor, Brent 
Barringer, and Gladys Ashe Robinson. 

Swett, who was the second highest 
vote-getter in the House behind Leather-
wood, evoked some comment. He was 
convicted in 1998 of a misdemeanor for 
taking more than $17,000 from the school 
system along with the system’s finance 
officer, according to the Associated 
Press. He received a 45-day suspended 
sentence and was ordered to pay back 

half the money.
House members presented a slate 

of 14 candidates. That is more than in 
recent years, but still short of statutory re-
quirements (two nominees for each open 
seat, or 16). In 2005, House members 
presented a slate of only nine candidates, 
including one to fill an unexpired term, 
just days before the terms of office were 

scheduled to start. 
This time, Sen-

ate leaders presented 
a slate of only nine 
names.

Senate Minority 
Leader Sen. Phil Berger 
of Rockingham County 
protested, not on the 
number of names but 
the inclusion of one 
candidate, Clarice Cato 
Goodyear. Goodyear 
was originally nomi-

nated by the House, but later removed 
her name from consideration, according 
to Sen. A. B. Swindell, D-Nash Co., chair 
of the Senate Education/Higher Educa-
tion Committee. 

Politics and nominations 
Senate rules state that a nominee 

not elected by the House cannot be 
nominated by the Senate. Swindell and 
Senate Majority Leader Tony Rand ar-
gued that Goodyear’s nomination was 
acceptable since she was not included 
on the House slate.

Goodyear was elected to her 
first term along with former News and 
Observer of Raleigh publisher Frank A. 
Daniels Jr. and Ann Goodnight. Also re-
elected were R. Steve Bowden, John W. 
Davis, III, Peter Hans, Adelaide Daniels 
Key, and Estelle Sanders.

The one person nominated in 
the Senate but not elected was Luther 
Hodges Jr., who was also denied elec-
tion in 2005. Then, Hodges was one of 
four candidates whose names appeared 
on the Senate’s slate of candidates but 
were removed on the floor before the 
vote by former Sen. Jeanne Lucas. Lucas 
said Hodges and the others had asked 
not to be considered for election. But 
Republicans questioned that statement 
and Hodges later said he never asked 
for his name to be removed from con-
sideration.

Some believe Hodges, a Republi-
can, was not nominated in 2005 as well as 
this year as retaliation for his switching 
political parties in the 1990s. Sen. Neal 
Hunt, R-Wake, who nominated Hodges 
this time, told The N&O that he thought 
the process was unfair.                           CJ

Shannon Blosser manages the Chapel 
Hill office of the John William Pope Center 
for Higher Education Policy. 

In late February, Dr. Mike 
Adams, TownHall.com colum-
nist and associate professor of 

criminal justice at the University 
of North Carolina at Wilmington, 
heard about Dr. Julio Pino at Kent 
State University. Pino, who calls 
himself “the most dangerous Mus-
lim in America,” was 
operating a Web site enti-
tled “Global War” whose 
header proclaimed: “’Are 
You Prepared for Jihad?’ 
IN THE NAME OF OBL. 
2007: THE YEAR OF 
ISLAMIC VICTORY!” 

Pino’s Web site de-
scribed itself this way:

We are a jihadist 
news service, and provide 
battle dispatches, training 
manuals, and jihad videos to our broth-
ers worldwide. All we want is to get 
Allah’s pleasure. We will write ‘Jihad’ 
across our foreheads, and the stars. The 
angels will carry our message through-
out the world.

In short, Pino’s Web site 
advocates mass murder of Ameri-
cans. He also penned an ode in the 
school newspaper to a Palestinian 
suicide bomber. 

Adams, of course, found it 
upsetting that a member of his 
profession was doing so much to 
promote and champion genocide. 
But when Adams reported on it in 
his TownHall column, Kent State 
rushed to Pino’s defense. 

Turns out that providing ter-
rorist training and promoting mass 
murder of Americans and Jews 
simply doesn’t upset American 
academics so entrenched in seeing 
things through the lens of politi-
cal correctness, where Americans 
and Jews are the main evils in the 
world.

So Adams turned to satire to 
help the academics see past Pino’s 
choice of the “correct victims” so 
that they could understand the in-
humanity of advocating genocide. 
In the proud tradition of reductio ad 
absurdum argumentation, Adams 
took Pino’s ideas and changed one 
thing: the victims. Instead of all 
Americans, Adams changed the 
targets of Pino’s promotion of (1) 
global war, (2) mass murder, (3) 
videos promoting mass murder, (4) 
training videos for that global war, 
and even (5) a battle dispatch, to 
a single subset of Americans. And 
it wasn’t even an actual existing 
subset, it was “gay bath houses in 
San Francisco.”

Well, Adams’ column worked 
all too well. Suddenly, academics 
and leftists across America and 
even overseas realized that Pino’s 
promotion of genocide and mass 
murder against Americans (which 
do exist) was really bad — but only 
if the target was gay bathhouses in 

San Francisco (which 
don’t exist). So it was 
that Adams became the 
target of the outrage. 

The et tu, Brute 
moment for the profes-
sor was when the stu-
dent newspaper at his 
university, The Seahawk, 
found an instructor 
from Southern Method-
ist University named 
George Henson to write 

an op-ed denouncing him. In the 
UNCW paper Henson proceeded to 
accuse Adams of “intent … to incite 
violence, hatred and bigotry.” 

Furthermore, The Seahawk’s 
editorial board ascribed to Adams 
the earnest belief in launching a 
“global war on homosexuality” 
and “’bomb[ing] gay bath houses’ 
on the West Coast” (with that, The 
Seahawk even widened Adams’ 
farcical “target group” to make his 
piece sound extra offensive). 

What’s worse, Adams had 
explained to a writer and the editor 
of The Seahawk that his column was 
satire. Still, the students persisted 
as if Adams was in earnest. Were 
there no responsible adults at 
UNCW (other than Adams, of 
course) who could have explained 
to The Seahawk what satire is?

How on earth would those 
kids handle an English class teach-
ing Jonathan Swift and his infa-
mous “A Modest Proposal”? How 
would the academics who were 
also offended by Adams’ column 
propose to teach Swift? 

Would they have to dedicate 
several lectures beforehand to de-
scribing the nature of satire? Would 
they need to have health-care work-
ers on hand to monitor students’ 
pulses and breathing rates for any 
signs of distress? 

And would they need in-
stitute a “buddy system” for the 
students to help them ward off any 
temptation to eat a child?              CJ

Jon Sanders is research editor for 
the John Locke Foundation.
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Protecting Against ‘Heterosexism’ — To the Tune of $200,000

newt gingrich

h e a d l i n e r  s e r i e s

Discusses ‘Pearl Harbor: a Novel of December 8tH’
His latest work of alterNative History

GiNGricH, former sPeaker of tHe u.s. House of reP-
reseNtatives, is Now a Political coNtributor for tHe

foX News cHaNNel, a Prolific autHor, aND cHairmaN

of tHe GiNGricH GrouP.

NooN, tHursDay, may 17
sisters’ GarDeN & cateriNG co.
2400 e. millbrook roaD, raleiGH

$50 Per PersoN (luNcH iNcluDeD)

(PHoNe 919-828-3876 for ticket iNformatioN)

By JENNA ASHLEY ROBINSON
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

Harvard President Derek Bok has 
written that universities have 
something in common with 

gambling addicts and exiled royalty 
— there is never enough money. One 
reason why that’s true is that people 
on campus are almost always spending 
other people’s money and when that’s 
the case, there’s a strong tendency to 
demand all sorts of unnecessary things. 
After all, if available money doesn’t get 
spent on what you want, it will get spent 
on what someone else wants.

The story of the proposed Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Center at 
NC State is a good illustration of the 
infighting that erupts when interest 
groups battle over how to spend other 
people’s money.

In October, the NCSU Student Sen-
ate paved the way for a Lesbian, Gay, Bi-
sexual, & Transgender Center by passing 
a proposal made by the LGBT advisory 
committee outlining the mission, costs, 
and benefits of the proposed center. 
The mission of the center would be to 
provide a safe and welcoming place on 
campus for members of the LGBT com-
munity, to serve as a resource center, to 
educate individuals about LGBT issues, 
and to represent the LGBT community 
and serve as its advocate. The center’s 
proponents claim the current “hetero-
sexist climate” on campus necessitates 
a designated place on campus for LGBT 
students to feel safe.

The proposal for a center was de-
bated during a forum Dec. 6. The source 
of funding for the center and the effect on 
available funding for other student ac-
tivities were major concerns throughout 

the debate. The new 
center will cost just 
under $200,000, with 
about half of that 
coming from man-
datory student fees 
and the other half 
from previously set 
allocations from the 
university. Ongoing 
costs of running the 
center are estimated to be $124,550 to 
$141,850 annually.

A strong argument against the 
center was that it would be a large 
expense,  serving only a small fraction 
of the NCSU student body. The highest 
estimates claim that 10 percent of the 
population is homosexual or LGBT-
identified. However, in the 2004 NCSU 
Student Diversity Climate Survey, fewer 
than 5 percent of respondents identified 
themselves as homosexual, bisexual, or 
transgender. Of those students, fewer 
than 10 percent said they felt unwelcome 
on campus. Given those statistics, it’s 
unlikely that an LGBT center will solve 
any problems not already addressed by 
myriad LGBT programs in existence, 
most of which are conducted through the 
school’s Office of Diversity and African 
American Affairs.

Despite the work his office already 
does for LBGT students, Vice Provost of 
Diversity & African-American Affairs 
Jose Picart said he is “fully, wholly com-
mitted to the establishment of an LGBT 
Center on this campus” and that such 
a center “is way past due.” Perhaps he 
thinks that because both UNC-Chapel 
Hill and Duke have already set up LGBT 
centers.

At NC State, student affairs and 
university housing are already very 

attentive to LGBT 
issues. The NCSU 
Counseling Center 
serves a number 
of LGBT students 
as well as all oth-
er members of the 
NCSU community. 
Additionally, NCSU 
has made efforts 
to address issues 

specific to LGBT students: starting in 
2006, a graduate assistant was funded to 
attend to the needs of the LGBT commu-
nity by administering LGBT programs 
and running the LGBT resource Web 
site “Everyone Welcome Here.” Other 
projects on campus include “Project 
Safe,” LGBT student roundtables, LGBT 
faculty brown-bag lunches, and several 
student organizations.

Given those existing efforts aimed 
at LGBT students, it is difficult to see 
much advantage to adding another ex-
pensive layer of bureaucracy. An official 
LGBT office would simply duplicate 
work already done by other campus 
organizations.

Many NCSU students disapprove 
of the proposed center. Some students, 
dedicated to stopping student fees 
from funding the center, have formed 
a Facebook group, “Students Against 
NCSU LGBT Center,” which has more 
than 1,200 members. On the group’s Web 
page, its creator, Jantzen Brantley, says, 
“We disagree with using student money 
to fund this center…I should have a say 
in where my money goes.” The corre-
sponding Facebook group, “Students 
For NCSU LGBT Center,” has only 600 
members. The group’s members cite 
NCSU’s high ranking in the Princeton 
Review “Alternative Lifestyles Not An 

Alternative” list as evidence that a center 
is needed. That scarcely seems like a 
sound justification for a large, ongoing 
expenditure.

The findings of an online poll con-
firm that a majority of NCSU students 
are either opposed to the center or op-
posed to its funding source. According 
to the poll conducted by NCSU’s student 
newspaper, the Technician, 50 percent of 
students oppose the center. Forty-one 
percent support the center and 9 percent 
say their support “depends on where 
the money comes from.”

The question that students and 
officials at NC State should think about 
before they take any final action on the 
proposal is whether it’s a good policy 
to use student fees to create campus 
centers that cater only to a small portion 
of the community. Student fee projects 
should be for all students, not aimed at 
any distinct segment of the student body. 
NC State would be taking a strong stand 
for common sense if it were to stop play-
ing the “identity politics” game and say 
“no” to this and all similar projects. In 
the meantime, LGBT students can con-
sult the myriad opportunities, projects, 
and student organizations that already 
address LGBT-specific issues.

If advocates feel strongly about 
a LGBT center, they should explore 
private options for creating one on 
campus. It’s possible that one or 
more backers could be found and if 
they’re willing to spend their own 
money, no one can complain.    CJ

Jenna Ashley Robinson is campus 
outreach coordinator for the John William 
Pope Center for Higher Education Policy. 
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Town and County Private Property Being Taken for Greenways
Union sewer permits

The N.C. Division of Water 
Quality has rejected sewer permit 
applications for more than 1,000 
houses in Union County. The 
agency based its decision on the 
county’s largest sewer treatment 
plant already operating at well over 
its designed capacity, the Charlotte 
Observer reports. 

Although county officials 
grant initial approval for sewer 
permits, the final decision rests with 
state officials. In Union County’s 
case, rapid population growth 
— the county’s population is up 
42 percent since 2000 — has put 
increased pressure on the Twelve 
Mile Creek plant. 

“The increased flows that 
would be allowed by these permits, 
if granted, would serve only to 
worsen the frequency and severity 
of violations and could potentially 
lead to health and environmental 
impacts,” the division said in a letter 
rejecting the applications.

In addition to homes in 20 
subdivisions, a number of busi-
nesses were affected by the agency’s 
action. These included a Lowe’s in 
Waxham and two medical facili-
ties.

Affected properties can re-
apply for a sewer permit when 
an expansion of the Twelve Mile 
Creek facility is completed later 
this year.

Carrboro annexation
A group of Carrboro residents 

want to reverse the town’s recent 
annexation of their properties. As 
the The News & Observer of Raleigh 
reported, at least one  state repre-
sentative agrees with them. Rep. Bill 
Faison, D-Orange, has introduced 
a bill to de-annex the subdivision, 
but its fate is uncertain at best.

In 2005, the Carrboro Board 
of Alderman voted to annex six 
neighborhoods and some outlying 
parcels of land. Residents in the 
Highlands subdivision overwhelm-
ing disapproved of the annexation, 
thinking that it was timed—the ef-
fective date Jan. 31, 2006—so they 
couldn’t vote in 2005 town elections 
and that the purpose was solely to 
increase town revenues.

David Lawrence, a professor 
at UNC-Chapel Hill’s School of 
Government, said that de-annexa-
tion bills usually affect only one 
or two parcels, and not a whole 
neighborhood, and that they are 
filed with the concurrence of local 
government officials. There’s also 
a question of whether the Gen-
eral Assembly will go along.    CJ

By SAM A. HIEB
Contributing Editor

GREENSBORO

An increasing number of cities 
in North Carolina are pushing 
through greenways, and in the 

process are making property owners 
see red over the loss of their property 
and privacy.

According to the N.C. Department 
of Transportation, $6 million annually is 
set aside for the construction of “inde-
pendent bicycle facility projects” that 
include greenways. The funding goes 
toward projects such as the Neuse River 
Greenway in Raleigh, the Battleground 
Rail Trail in Greensboro, and the Mallard 
Creek Greenway in Charlotte.

The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, a 
national group dedicated to creating gre-
enways around the country, writes that 
“trails and greenways positively impact 
individuals and improves communities 
by providing not only recreation and 
transportation opportunities, but by also 
influencing economic and community 
development.” Trails and greenways 
also help improve air and water quality 
by “providing enjoyable and safe options 
for transportation, which reduces air 
pollution,” the conservancy says.

Strangers on property
Some property owners who have 

greenways running through their back 
yards, however, don’t see it that way. 
They’ve found out the hard way that 
when a city wants a greenway, their 
opinion doesn’t seem to matter much.

Jim and Kim Deloatch have Cary’s 
Batchelor Creek greenway running 
through their backyard. They see people 
passing through their property when 
they get up in the morning and when 
they get home in the evening.

“The discussion was pretty much, 
‘We’re going to do this whether you want 
us to or not,’” Kim Deloatch said in a 
phone interview. “It just doesn’t make 
you feel good when you know people 
are going to wander onto your property 
at will, and they’ve been invited by the 
Town of Cary to do so.” 

The greenway has been a nuisance 
from day one, Mrs. Deloatch said. Town 
workers broke the sewer line during 
installation and runoff from the green-
way flooded their car. Runoff from the 
greenway regularly washes out their 
gravel driveway. 

The Deloatches also are worried 
that they could be held liable if someone 
is injured while using the greenway. 
They’ve tried, unsuccessfully, to get the 
Town of Cary to purchase that section 
of land, which not only is no longer 
developable, but drags down the value 
of the property as a whole. 

“I guess the message that comes 
from them is, ‘Your property really 
doesn’t have any value,”’ Mrs. Deloatch 
said.

Cathy Heath, a citizen property-

rights advocate who has worked with 
the Deloatches, said problems with 
greenways running through private 
property in Cary probably will continue, 
considering that the town’s master plan 
calls for 115 miles of greenways.

“I have seen over the last year or 
two people who are very much upset, 
like the Deloatches, that these greenways 
are being forced through their property,” 
Heath said.

“It’s just the beginning, if you look 
at their parks and recreation map.”

With such an ambitious plan, 
odds will increase that Cary will resort 
to condemning land it wants for green-
ways. The town left that option open by 
attaching the greenway to sewer ease-
ments, allowing the town to condemn 
the property of Roy and Judy Howell. 

To ‘protect public health’
The Howells could not be reached 

for comment, but CJ obtained the 
resolution condemning their property 
in order “to protect the public health, 
provide the public with an adequate 
and sound wastewater system and…to 
provide alternate transportation routes 
linking schools, recreational centers and 
neighborhood facilities….”  

The Deloatches were actually 
able to negotiate the placement of the 
greenway, though a bridge crossing, 
which Mrs. Deloatch described as a 
“huge monstrosity,” was incorrectly 
placed in full view of their house. They 
feel fortunate that they had the option; 
otherwise the property could have been 
condemned, they said. 

That’s not the case in Greensboro, 
where the City Council recently passed 
a resolution instructing the city attorney 
to begin condemnation proceedings on 
two properties standing in the way of 
the city’s proposed expansion of the 
Battleground Rail Trail.

The city offered Howard Com-
stock, president of Havcom Enterprises 
and the owner of one of the properties, 

$2,000 for a small piece of property 
behind the business there. Comstock 
declined to discuss details of the mat-
ter because of legal considerations, but 
he did say he was not pleased with the 
way the city was handling the situation, 
considering that all contact was through 
a third party based in Charlotte.

“I’ve haven’t heard anything from 
the city,” Comstock said.

Citizens getting involved
Fortunately, citizens in other cities 

are taking the time to find out exactly 
how greenways affect their property.

The Asheboro Courier Tribune recent-
ly reported that more than 100 people 
turned out to express their concerns 
about the city’s proposed greenway. 
Though City Manager John Ogburn as-
sured residents the city would not use 
eminent domain to acquire property, 
citizens still made their feelings known. 
Many mentioned that they, like the De-
loatches in Cary, bought their property 
because of its privacy.

 “They were shocked at the number 
of people who showed up at the meet-
ings,” said Jim Sides, a Randolph County 
resident who has expressed concern over 
the greenway.

“The most frustrating thing to me, 
over the years that I’ve looked at this, is 
what we’re contending with is the fact 
that the people who have these agen-
das are not being upfront and honest,” 
Heath said. “They’re very good at their 
PR and make it sound so wonderful 
that you have average citizens jump-
ing up and saying they’re for ‘smart 
growth,’ that they want a greenway 
through their neighborhood. You can’t 
get up and say you’re for smart growth 
and think that you get to define what 
smart growth is. You better find out 
what that means.”                                  CJ

Sam A. Hieb is an associate editor of 
Carolina Journal.

Jim and Kim Deloatch stand beside the bridge they call a “monstrosity” that runs through 
their backyard in Cary. People using the “greenway,” like the bicyclist above, constantly 
come onto their property via the bridge. (CJ photo by Don Carrington)
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Commentary

Moving Toward SocialismProperty Owner Wins Lawsuit
Over Septic-System Permit

N.C. Court of Appeals case

By MICHAEL LOWREY
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

The N.C. Court of Appeals recently 
awarded limited damages to a 
Montgomery County property 

owner who sued a state agency and 
county health department for improp-
erly issuing a septic-system permit 
on land he subse-
quently purchased 
and developed.

In 1999, Kerry 
Watts entered into a 
contract to buy an 
undeveloped lake-
front lot in Mont-
gomery County. 
The sale was condi-
tional upon the lot 
being able to sup-
port a septic system 
for a three-bedroom 
house. On July 30, 
1999, David Ezzell, an agent of the Mont-
gomery County Health Department and 
the N.C. Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources, inspected the lot, 
preformed a “perk” test, and issued an 
improvement permit allowing  construc-
tion of the house. Watts completed the 
purchase of the $118,000 lot and added 
a $29,000 boat dock.

Permit canceled
In 2002, Watts concluded that 

the property would work better if the 
driveway were on the other side of 
the lot. This change required that he 
apply for a new improvement permit. 
With the new permit application came 
a new perk test — which showed the 
lot couldn’t support a simple septic 
system. The application for the new 
improvement permit was denied and 
the original permit canceled. Watts was 
ultimately forced to buy an adjoining lot 
for $70,000 to support the septic system 
and obtain the necessary permit. Dur-
ing the resulting delay in construction, 
interest rates also went up considerably, 
making the house more expensive for 
Watts to finance.

Watts sued. In late 2004, the In-
dustrial Commission ruled against the 
NCDENR and the Montgomery County 
Health Department and awarded Watts 
nearly $300,000 in damages, costs, and 
lawyer’s fees. NCDENR and the county  
appealed the case to the Court of Ap-
peals, contending that the commission 
reached the wrong conclusion and, 
in any case, awarded Watts too much 
money.

 A three-judge panel of the N.C. 
Appeals Court heard the case in No-
vember 2006. Two of the three judges 
agreed that the government agencies 

should compensate Watts for the cost of 
the extra land he had to buy to support 
the septic system. The judges substan-
tially reduced the amount of damages 
to which Watts was entitled. Of the 
$300,000 awarded, nearly $175,000 was 
in compensation for a higher interest 
rate on Watts’ loans on the property as 
a result of delayed construction.

“The future 
interest damages 
included in the 
C o m m i s s i o n ’ s 
award are uncer-
tain, speculative, 
and too remote to 
be recoverable,” 
Chief Judge Martin 
wrote.

“The figure 
for future inter-
est damages was 
calculated based 
on financial data 

about projected interest rates, the antici-
pated number of years over which the 
loan would accrue interest, and the type 
of loan (fixed, as opposed to variable). 
The numbers further depend on plaintiff 
completing construction of the home on 
time and according to schedule. In sum 
total, these factors make the figure of 
$174,745.54 uncertain and speculative,” 
Martin wrote.

Even if it were not speculative and 
unrecoverable, Martin noted that the 
commission had in any case calculated 
the amount incorrectly. The proper meth-
od, as recognized by the state’s appellate 
courts, would have been to calculate the 
present value of the amount.

The appeals court also held that 
the Industrial Commission did not have 
the authority to award lawyer’s fees in 
this case.

Judge dissents
Judge John Tyson thought it was 

inappropriate to award Watts anything. 
He based his conclusion upon the public 
duty doctrine, which “provides that 
governmental entities and their agents 
owe duties only to the general public, 
not to individuals, absent a ‘special 
relationship’ or ‘special duty’ between 
the entity and the injured party.”

Tyson also found that Watts had 
not relied upon the original permit 
issued in 1999, and thus in any event 
should not be entitled to damages.

The case is Watts v. North Caro-
lina Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources, (06-299).                  CJ

Michael Lowrey is an associate editor 
of Carolina Journal.

Why do local governments 
inevitably move toward 
socialism? It’s a funda-

mental question that often leaves 
grass-roots organizations stymied 
and creates apathy for the rest of the 
citizenry. While that might sound 
accusatory, it is meant to show how 
local governments move away from 
their charge of providing service 
and toward areas that would best be 
advanced in the private 
sector by free citizens.

There are numer-
ous examples of such 
behavior in North 
Carolina in areas tra-
ditionally thought of 
as conservative. Such 
examples illustrate that 
those deciding on such 
courses of action sim-
ply aren’t aware of the 
path they’re on.  Cam-
den County recently 
passed one of the most 
restrictive “smart growth” ordinanc-
es in the state. County officials did 
so after a three-year moratorium on 
new housing developments. Under 
these new guidelines minimum lot 
sizes in much of the county became 
10 acres. 

The move arose from the 
perception that government needed 
to preserve culture.  Some European 
countries do this by paying farmers 
to act like farmers in the country-
side long after farming income has 
vanished.  It’s socialism at its pur-
est, in which people get to see what 
farming was like. Here, the com-
missioners in Camden decided that 
removing freedom was in their best 
interest. These folks are not social-
ists at heart, but logically arrived at 
this in action.

Jackson County officials, 
likewise, felt the need to enact a 
moratorium on new development 
for similar reasons, to protect the 
mountains. Again, the commis-
sioners are not socialists, but their 
staff and special interests convinced 
them such an action was good and 
just.

In Charlotte, Wilmington, 
and Raleigh, leaders have decided 
to construct expensive convention 
centers regardless of costs and facts 
showing the lack of business avail-
able to such centers. Even as dozens 
of such centers have lost money 
nationwide, construction moves 
forward. Charlotte continues to lose 
even more money due to a subsi-
dized hotel (Raleigh and Wilming-
ton are following suit). Leaders in 
these cities still believe what they’ve 

been told by staff and consultants. 
Again, these leaders would not 
consider themselves socialists, but 
using money taken from citizens 
who have earned it to build monu-
ments that will continue to lose 
money is anything but conservative. 
It is the fallacy of  “build it and they 
will come.” Smaller communities do 
this with civic centers as well. These 
are all buildings that will require 

utilities, staff, mainte-
nance, and a many other 
expenditures as they sit 
empty.

Finally, we have 
the quality-of-life fallacy. 
Rather than be content to 
provide the highest level 
of service (fire, police, 
water, sewer, health and 
social services) at the 
lowest possible cost, 
leaders seek to build 
quality of life at the 
local level.  This is the 

amorphous quality-of-life concept 
advanced under the auspices of 
government being good. We find 
government-sponsored golf courses, 
equestrian facilities, theaters, senior 
centers, and the funding of count-
less nonprofits. These are all enjoy-
able facilities and good organiza-
tions. But why are they necessary 
under the auspices of local govern-
ment funding? If citizens want such 
facilities, they can organize and 
raise the money to improve their 
quality of life without government 
oversight. Nonprofits fall victim to 
such government benevolence and 
lose their ability to function inde-
pendently in the process.

There are countless other 
ways in which local government 
marches blindly toward the left, but 
even vigilance against it becomes 
difficult. The public embraces such 
moves without realizing that once 
done, there is no turning back.  So-
ciety eventually learns that govern-
ment cannot do everything, but it 
comes at the price of massive failure 
and extreme taxation. If citizens 
and elected officials want to scream 
about the high price of government, 
maybe they should look at what 
government should not be doing in 
the first place.                                   CJ

Chad Adams is director of the 
Center for Local Innovation, vice presi-
dent for development of the John Locke 
Foundation, and former vice chairman 
of the Lee County Board of Commis-
sioners.
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From Cherokee to Currituck

No Relief For Property Owners
Local Innovation Bulletin Board

What’s In a Drawing?

When it comes to a rendering 
of a proposed develop-
ment, there’s often a lot 

to selling the project to local officials 
and neighbors. The finished project, 
though, often doesn’t match the 
drawing, which is something Dur-
ham officials are looking into, the 
Durham Herald-Sun reports.

Residents and politicians often 
react to a proposal based upon the 
drawings supplied by a developer. 
A particular area of concern are the 
buffers between the proposed devel-
opment and existing properties, with 
residents often wanting developers to 
provide larger buffers than required 
by the local zoning code. 

Under Durham’s regulations, 
drawings that accompany rezoning 
applications are just illustrative. De-
velopers are generally not required 
to actually build exactly what the 
drawing shows, as long as all ap-
plicable regulations are met. 

Enforcing the concept ex-
pressed in a drawing requires a 
developer and planning staff to draft 
a precise written description of the 
key aspects of the rendering.

It’s “very important to citi-
zens to be able to rely on the buffer 
shown on the development plan,” 
said Assistant City Attorney Karen 
Sindelar at a meeting of the Joint 
City/County Planning Committee. 
“The idea that they can’t is very 
disturbing to me.”

Complicating matters, plan-
ning officials noted, is that Durham 
doesn’t require extensive design and 
engineering work before planning 
approval is granted. Sometimes there 
are surprises after rezoning, forcing 
changes to a project.

“Trying to come up with an 
absolute in development plans is 
a heck of a challenge,” said Lowell 
Siler, assistant county attorney. “If 
you want something concrete, you 
may get it, but what you may end 
up with is a process that’s very long, 
drawn out, and that will take up a 
significant amount of staff time.”

City and county staff hope to 
come up with specific proposals by 
June.

Slopes and drinking water
Some Asheville-area officials 

are expressing concern about the abil-
ity of sloping land to support wells. 
While there are no definite answers 
to what degree it is a problem, or 
getting worse over time, moves are 
afoot to study the issue, the Asheville 

Citizen-Times reports.
In late March, environmental 

engineer Jim McElduff presented the 
results of his study on groundwater 
use to the Buncombe County Board 
of Commissioners. 

He concluded that continued 
development in certain areas might 
cause wells to run dry.

The issue is a particular concern 
in anything but flat Buncombe Coun-
ty as about 56 percent of the county’s 
households get their drinking water 
from wells. Much of the growth in the 
county is also in areas that might not 
have municipal water service.

Landon Davidson of the Aqui-
fer Protection Section of the N.C. 
Division of Water noted that there 
is little data available on the ground-
water levels in the state. The state 
might drill some test wells to study 
the issue.

“My concern is that people are 
not considering the available ground-
water quality and quantity prior 
to designing housing,” Davidson 
said. “With the way that the county 
is growing, it would be prudent to 
start thinking about these things 
now when there is not a large-scale 
quantity or quality issue. You need 
scientifically sound studies, and these 
things take time.”

Boarded-up houses 
Charlotte is considering adopt-

ing regulations on how long build-
ings can remain boarded up. Though 
only in a preliminary phase, the 
very concept of the rules is already 
generating opposition, the Charlotte 
Observer reports.

The general outline of the rule 
would be that owners would have 
to register boarded-up houses with 
the city and follow certain guidelines 
in securing the houses. In addition, 
there would be a limit of one year on 
how long houses could be boarded 
up. The city would fine owners that 
didn’t follow the regulations.

“Nothing is set in stone,” said 
Michael Jenkins, code enforcement. 
“We’re looking for people’s input.”

City officials estimate that there 
are about 425 boarded-up houses in 
the city. Many are in transitional neigh-
borhoods, older subdivisions that are 
starting to become popular again. 

Speculators often buy up 
houses, hold on to them for a pe-
riod of time, eventually remodel 
them, and then sell them, hope-
fully for a profit.                            CJ

By MICHAEL LOWREY
Associate Editor

CHARLOTTE

In an effort to discourage develop-
ers from building on large areas of 
wetlands by offering them waivers 

to build on smaller ones without en-
vironmental reviews, the Army Corps 
of Engineers issued new construction 
rules that have upset environmentalists 
and developers alike, says H. Sterling 
Burnett, senior fellow with the National 
Center for Policy Analysis.

Known as Corps “nationwide 
permits,” the new regulations will al-
low some construction of homes, shops, 
schools, and other buildings in flood 
plains without formal environmental 
reviews. Developers will also be al-
lowed to skip the reviews before filling 
in or altering the course of some small 
streams.

“Undoubtedly this was an attempt 
to comply with Court rulings striking 
down their previous interpretation of 
its power to protect wetlands, without 
unduly angering the powerful envi-
ronmental lobby,” Burnett said. “Yet 
environmentalists are likely to portray 
this as a rolling back on environmental 
protections, as they do with any change 
in the status quo that doesn’t increase 
government’s control over private 
property.”

The new rules are a missed oppor-
tunity to protect property owners and 
might lead to a slew of lawsuits, Burnett 
said. Property owners will wind up back 
in court arguing that the new rules ille-
gally restrict the lawful development of 
their property in areas that have little or 
no connection to navigable waterways 
as traditionally understood.

Can’t build our way out?
Conventional wisdom states that 

building additional roadway capacity 
cannot reduce traffic congestion. This 
theory holds that new roadways create 
or induce additional travel demand 
and that, as a result, there is no point to 
building more roadway capacity, since 
new roads cannot reduce traffic conges-
tion. However, this theory is wrong, 
says Wendell Cox and Alan Pisarski in 
the Reason Foundation’s Privatization 
Watch magazine.

Houston, for example, which had 
the worst traffic congestion in the United 
States in 1985, undertook several mea-
sures to increase roadway capacity. By 
1993, traffic congestion-related delays 
had declined 40 percent. In more recent 
years, even while some policies have 
not been continued, traffic congestion 
remains below the 1986 peak and similar 
to far-smaller Portland, which had less 
than one-fifth Houston’s traffic intensity 
in 1986.

The emptiness of this “induced 
traffic” theory is further demonstrated 

by the experience elsewhere. Since the 
mid-1980s, Phoenix has built more new 
urban freeways than any other major 
urban area in the last two decades. Yet 
travel volumes in the area increased 
only 20 percent per capita from 1984 
to 2002, well below the national urban 
average increase of 32 percent. Perhaps 
even more significantly, Portland, with 
its adopted anti-freeway policies, expe-
rienced a 52 percent per-capita increase 
in car use over the same period. 

Visa law hurts small towns
Growth in the H1-B visa, which 

helps U.S. companies temporarily hire 
skilled foreign workers for jobs that are 
difficult to fill domestically, are inad-
vertently undercutting the pipeline to 
the J-1 waiver, a little-known provision 
that for years has funneled thousands of 
physicians to parts of the country that 
needed them the most, The Wall Street 
Journal reports.

Many foreign doctors are securing 
an H1-B, which unlike the J-1, doesn’t re-
quire them to first spend three years in an 
underserved area, often in rural settings. 
The decrease has been profound.

The number of foreign doctors on 
a J-1 visa fell by 45 percent to almost 
6,000 in 2005-06, compared to nearly 
11,000 in 1995-96. About 25 percent of 
all physicians in practice or in training 
across the United States are foreign, but 
in rural areas the percentage is often 
much higher.

 In Crosby, N.D., a remote farming 
community, the town received 150 ap-
plications for two physician slots at its 
25-bed hospital in 2001. This year, the 
sole doctor, from the nation of Georgia, 
is on call around the clock; six recruit-
ing firms and numerous ads in medical 
journals have failed to draw qualified 
applicants for the second opening.

Some health officials have started 
to mobilize to fix the problem. Con-
nie Berry, a senior health official in 
Texas, said that one idea is to require 
all foreign medical graduates to spend 
time in an underserved area, regard-
less of which visa they use to enter 
the United States.                               CJ

“[E]nvironmentalists are 

likely to portray this as a 

rolling back on environ-

mental protections, as 

they do with any change 

in the status quo.”

H. Sterling Burnett
National Center

 for PolicyAnalysis
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Group Calls Real Estate Transfer Tax a ‘Bad Idea’

Since 1991, Carolina Journal has provided thousands of readers each month with in-depth reporting, 
informed analysis, and incisive commentary about the most pressing state and local issues in North 
Carolina. Now Carolina Journal has taken its trademark blend of news, analysis, and commentary to 
the airwaves with Carolina Journal Radio. A weekly, one-hour newsmagazine, Carolina Journal Radio
is hosted by John Hood and Donna Martinez and features a diverse mix of guests and topics. The pro-
gram is currently broadcast on 18 commercial stations – from the mountains to the coast. The Carolina 
Journal Radio Network includes these fine affiliates:

Albemarle/Concord WSPC AM 1010 Saturdays 11:00 AM
Asheville WWNC AM 570 Sundays 7:00 PM
Burlington WBAG AM 1150 Saturdays 9:00 AM
Chapel Hill WCHL AM 1360 Sundays 6:00 PM
Elizabeth City WGAI AM 560 Saturdays 6:00 AM
Fayetteville WFNC AM 640 Saturdays 1:00 PM
Gastonia/Charlotte WZRH AM 960 Saturdays 2:00 PM
Goldsboro WGBR AM 1150 Saturdays 6:00 PM

            Greenville/Washington WDLX AM 930 Saturdays 10:00 AM
Hendersonville WHKP AM 1450 Sundays 6:00 PM
Jacksonville WJNC AM 1240 Sundays 7:00 PM
Newport/New Bern WTKF FM 107.3 Sundays 7:00 PM
Salisbury WSTP AM 1490 Saturdays 11:00 AM
Siler City WNCA AM 1570 Sundays 6:00 AM
Southern Pines WEEB AM 990 Wednesdays 8:00 AM
Whiteville WTXY AM 1540 Tuesdays 10:00 AM
Wilmington WAAV AM 980 Saturdays 1:00 PM

            Winston-Salem/Triad WSJS AM 600 Saturdays 12:00 PM

                             For more information, visit www.CarolinaJournal.com/CJRadio

By MITCH KOKAI
Associate Editor

RALEIGH

As state lawmakers ponder tax 
changes, only one proposal has 
prompted opponents to create a 

Web site with the message: “It’s a bad 
idea.”

“A real estate transfer tax will 
force the seller to pay a 1 percent sales 
tax on the value of their property,” said 
Tim Kent, executive vice president of 
the N.C. Association of Realtors. “For 
most North Carolinians, that means a 
tax on the equity in their home, and we 
believe that’s wrong.”

Lawmakers have filed more than 
a dozen bills this year about real estate 
or land transfer taxes. Local bills target 
counties from Avery in the west to Pam-
lico in the east. Other bills would give 
each county the option to schedule a 
land transfer tax referendum.

‘Governments need a right’
“I think local governments need a 

right to raise funds necessary for them 
to provide for the infrastructure, to 
provide for their schools,” said Rep. H. 
M. “Mickey” Michaux, D-Durham, who 
included the land transfer tax within a 
local-option tax menu bill he filed. “They 
ought to not have to come back to the 
General Assembly every time they need 
to have an option to raise money.”

Michaux cochairs the committee 
that writes the N.C. House’s budget plan. 
“The land transfer tax seems to be one of 
the favorites among folks here right now, 
but my point is to give [counties] an op-
tion: land transfer tax today, something 
else tomorrow,” he said. “They keep 
coming back and forth to the General 
Assembly. They don’t need to do that.  
If the people in their communities want 

it, then let them vote for it.”  
Thirty-seven states and the Dis-

trict of Columbia authorize real estate 
transfer taxes, according to the Realtors 
association. “If you are selling a $200,000 
home, you would have to pay a $2,000 
tax just for the ‘right’ to sell your house,” 
Kent said. “When people find out about 
this proposal and what it really means, 
they are outraged.”

Kent and his colleagues launched 
on March 26 the Web site itsabadidea.org 
to detail objections to the land transfer 
tax. The Realtors group also launched a 
print and broadcast ad campaign.

“In just the first nine days of this 
campaign, our Web site generated more 
than 6,300 e-mail messages to members 
of the N.C. General Assembly,” Kent 
said.  “About 90 percent are coming from 
non-Realtors. Our message has clearly 
struck a nerve with the public.

‘81 percent opposed’
“They are outraged by this pro-

posed tax and they are taking action,” 
he said. “Our research tells us that 81 
percent of the public is opposed to a 
1 percent real estate tax. In addition, 

78 percent say tax increases should be 
shared among all taxpayers and not 
burden one specific group of people.”

Those numbers aside, supporters 
say a land transfer tax would help coun-
ties pay for growth. “Finding revenue 
sources is a real problem,” said Rep. 
Pricey Harrison, D-Guilford, who has 
signed on to at least seven local land 
transfer tax bills. “Nothing is very pleas-
ant. But I think assigning [the tax burden] 
to property taxes or increased sales taxes 
is the more regressive alternative.”

“We have to figure out some way 
to pay for this growth, and this seems 
like an option,” Harrison said.

Adding to new-house taxes
Critics say land transfer tax sup-

porters ignore current taxes linked to 
home ownership. “First of all, you have 
to understand there’s already about a 
$19,000 new-house tax on every house 
sold,” said House Minority Leader Paul 
Stam, R-Wake.

That $19,000 figure includes sales 
tax on materials and income tax on labor 
for a typical $200,000 house, Stam said. 
“There’s also about $12,000 in fees they 

pay to the government: acreage fees, 
sewage fees, inspection fees.”

Another criticism challenges the 
argument that a land transfer tax is good 
for communities with high growth. “It’s 
a tax that’s targeted at what’s perceived 
to be a particular problem, and yet the 
solution, this tax, does not hit evenly for 
those people who are supposedly caus-
ing the problem,” said Senate Minority 
Leader Phil Berger, R-Rockingham. “The 
idea is we need this because we’re hav-
ing to build more schools, but the tax 
would fall not just on those people who 
have children. 

“It would fall on elderly people,” 
Berger said. “It would fall on folks who 
are single. It would fall on people that 
don’t add any burden to our school-age 
population.” 

Support ‘up in the air’
Support for the tax is “up in the 

air,” said House Majority Leader Hugh 
Holliman, D-Davidson. Legislators are 
also trying to decide whether to keep 
temporary sales and income taxes, and 
whether the state will assume county 
Medicaid costs, he said. “All of those 
things are part of the budget process, and 
I don’t see a clear direction just yet.”

Holliman’s Senate counterpart said 
he’s also unsure about the land transfer 
tax’s fate. “I don’t think the will exists 
to do anything on a statewide basis, but 
I think people do want perhaps to look 
at a menu approach, so that each county 
could hold itself responsible for what 
it’s done,” said Senate Majority Leader 
Tony Rand, D-Cumberland. “You never 
know, but the more things get discussed 
around here the higher the likelihood 
that something may happen.”

The Realtors plan to continue 
their campaign, Kent said.     CJ

“About 90 percent [of our 

e-mails] are coming from 

non-Realtors. Our message 

has clearly struck a nerve 

with the public.”

Tim Kent
N.C. Association of Realtors

Yard signs like the one above have been 
distributed by opponents of the land 
transfer tax.
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From the Liberty Library

Hugh Hewitt Makes His Case for Mitt Romney
Book review

• Hugh Hewitt: A Mormon in the White 
House?10 Things Every American Should 
Know About Mitt Romney, Regnery Pub-
lishing; 2007; 311 pages

By HAL YOUNG
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

Should theology matter in a presi-
dential election?

Americans are a largely reli-
gious people, so the question has been 
raised several times in the life of the 
republic. Presidents Thomas Jefferson 
and Abraham Lincoln were criticized 
for their heterodox beliefs. Alfred 
Smith didn’t overcome concerns about 
Roman Catholicism, but JFK did. Joe 
Lieberman’s observance of the Jewish 
Sabbath was considered.

Hugh Hewitt believes Mitt Rom-
ney is conservatives’ best hope in 2008, 
and A Mormon In The White House? is 
his attempt to defend Romney’s quali-
fications from issues raised from both 
religious and secular viewpoints, right 
and left. Concluding that Romney has 
“the right stuff” to be chief executive, 
he asks, “will Mitt Romney’s faith nev-
ertheless disqualify him from being the 
Republican nominee for president?”  

The national security issue
It promises to be an interesting 

campaign, and Hewitt reveals some 
intriguing facts about the candidate. 
Unfortunately, Hewitt’s advocacy for 
Romney clouds his analysis in several 
places, and in some ways, he may harm 
the candidate he is trying to promote.

For Hewitt, national security is 
the main issue. He sees no candidate 
on the Democratic side that suggests 
firmness in the face of global terrorism, 
which he blames partly on the “incom-
petence, weakness, and blindness” of 
the last two Democratic presidents. 
On the other hand, he finds Giuliani 
highly questionable on social issues, 
and McCain questionable on everything 
but security. Lesser GOP hopefuls are 
dismissed with a nod.

“Enter Mitt Romney,” says Hewitt, 
the most “intellectually gifted, curious, 
good humored, broadly read, and ener-
getic official” he’s ever met, warning that 
“the times in which we live don’t allow 
for quixotic stands that end up with the 
nomination of a candidate who cannot 
win ...” “Quixotic stands”? So much for 
principled objections.

Hewitt wants to show Romney as 
the serious, values-centered candidate 
with the executive experience to enable 
him to run the country in perilous times. 
The governor’s resume is impressive, 
from his Harvard MBA and law degrees, 
his financial acumen and leadership 
rescuing first the Bain & Company con-
sulting firm and later the scandal-ridden 
Salt Lake City Olympics, and his term 

governing “the bluest of blue states,” 
Massachusetts.  

In the last, Romney grappled 
with massive budget deficits, which he 
balanced without raising taxes; health 
insurance reform, which he instituted in 
consultation with the Heritage Founda-
tion; and responding to cultural chal-
lenges such as stem-cell research and 
terrorist speakers at Harvard and gay 
marriage at the state Supreme Court. All 
of these form a solid record for serious 
discussion and comparison with other 
candidates.

Two hundred pages into the book, 
though, Hewitt finally comes back to 
the theme suggested by the dust jacket. 
Chapter Ten is titled, “Mitt Romney’s 
Got a Mormon Problem (And So Does a 
Lot of the Country)”, and while Hewitt 
spoke with several well-known evangel-
ical and Catholic leaders, he has a short 
word for that “lot of the country” who 
may be uneasy about this candidate’s 
core beliefs — they’re bigots.

Evangelical voters
This sharp language is puzzling, 

because it appears he wants to convince 
evangelical voters that Romney’s beliefs 
should not be an issue to anyone. He 
devotes full chapters to illustrating 
the governor’s devotion to his wife 
and children, his sincere attachment to 
the charitable work of his church, and 
his pro-family political views. Hewitt 
speaks often of our “civic religion,” the 
shared cultural beliefs that no one seri-
ously argues are different for Romney 
than for evangelical leaders such as 
the Rev. Jerry Falwell, Dr. James Dob-
son, or Chuck Colson (all of whom he 
quotes). Hewitt is right to point out that 
“interesting questions aren’t always 
legitimate,” and reporters’ willingness 
to heckle Romney about “Temple gar-
ments” are no more relevant than asking 

a Catholic candidate whether he wears 
ashes during Holy Week, or expecting 
a Baptist candidate to defend his belief 
in the Rapture.  

But in his seeming fear that the 
religious right will embrace another 
candidate, Hewitt overreaches. For 
example, he explicitly applies the “no 
religious test” clause of the Constitu-
tion as if were a moral commandment 
to individuals rather than a policy of 
government. Thus, a voter whose reli-
gious opinions might influence his vote 
is labeled  “not merely un-American, but 
un-Christian.”    

In fact, though, Hewitt interviews 
several theologians and Christian apolo-
gists at length, quoting them  with ap-
proval, even though several of them 
identify principled reasons why they 
might hesitate to support a Romney 
candidacy. Somehow this contradic-
tion escapes Hewitt’s analysis, multiple 
times, and it is a serious problem with 
the book.    

Laughing off concerns
Another example is when Dr. Al 

Mohler, president of a leading Southern 
Baptist seminary, shares his concern that 
a Mormon presidency would energize 
the missionary efforts of a unique re-
ligious community that is viewed by 
many evangelicals as antithetical to 
historic Christianity. When Hewitt asks 
the governor about it, Romney’s reply 
— that it certainly didn’t happen in Mas-
sachusetts — is probably an adequate 
response, yet Hewitt relates Romney 
laughing at the concern.

When denominational leaders 
and widely read commentators such as 
Mohler say there’s a legitimate concern 
in their community, then even if you dis-
agree, you don’t portray the candidate 
laughing it off.  

“Mitt Romney believes extraor-
dinary things,” Hewitt says, “but most 
Americans believe extraordinary things 
about God as well, though very different 
extraordinary things from Mormons.” 
Fair enough. If Romney, like Kennedy, 
is able to confront the religion question 
head on, drawing boundaries that make 
irrelevant questions impertinent and 
then allowing it to become “old news” 
early in the campaign, Hewitt thinks 
he can clinch the GOP nomination and 
focus on the real task, defeating Hillary 
Clinton.  

But whether evangelicals embrace 
Romney, Hewitt says, “Romney’s LDS 
faith represents the soft underbelly of 
all faith-based voters and the candidates 
they prefer, and if Romney can be bled by 
an assault on the rationality of his faith, 
the next candidate of firm religious views 
can expect more of the same.”  

In other words, yes, theology mat-
ters in 2008, and the course we take now 
will reverberate into the future.     CJ

• In 1900, where Churchill 
ended the fourth volume of his 
History of the English-Speaking 
Peoples, the United States had not 
yet emerged onto the world scene 
as a great power. Meanwhile, the 
British Empire was in decline but 
did not yet know it. Any number 
of other powers might have won 
primacy in the 20th century and 
beyond, including Germany, Rus-
sia, possibly even France. Yet the 
coming century was to belong to the 
English-speaking peoples, who suc-
cessively and successfully fought the 
Kaiser’s Germany, Axis aggression, 
and Soviet Communism, and who 
are now struggling against Islamic 
fundamentalist terrorism. Andrew 
Roberts, in A History of the English-
Speaking Peoples Since 1900, reveals 
what made the English-speaking 
people the preeminent political 
culture since 1900. Learn more at 
www.harpercollins.com.

• George Weller was a Pulitzer 
Prize–winning reporter who covered 
World War II across Europe, Africa, 
and Asia. At the war’s end in Septem-
ber 1945, under Gen. MacArthur’s 
media blackout, correspondents 
were forbidden to enter both Na-
gasaki and Hiroshima. But instead 
of obediently staying with the press 
corps in northern Japan, Weller broke 
away. He reached Nagasaki just 
weeks after the atomic bomb hit the 
city. More than 60 years later, in First 
Into Nagasaki: The Censored Eyewit-
ness Dispatches on Post-Atomic Japan 
and Its Prisoners of War, Weller tells 
of his walk through the smoldering 
ruins of Nagasaki. More information 
available at www.randomhouse.
com.

• William Easterly’s The White 
Man’s Burden: Why the West’s Efforts to 
Aid the Rest Have Done So Much Ill and 
So Little Good, is about what its author 
calls the twin tragedies of global 
poverty. The first is that so many 
are seemingly fated to live horribly 
stunted, miserable lives and die such 
early deaths. The second is that after 
50 years and more than $2.3 trillion 
in aid from the West to address the 
first tragedy, it has shockingly little 
to show for it. We’ll never solve the 
first tragedy, Easterly argues, un-
less we figure out the second. He 
says we preach a gospel of freedom 
and individual accountability, yet 
we intrude in the inner workings 
of other countries through bloated 
aid bureaucracies such as the Inter-
national Monetary Fund and World 
Bank that are accountable to no one 
for the effects of their prescriptions. 
At us.penguingroup.com.                 CJ
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A Short History of the Lost State of Franklin in Western N.C.

Dr. Troy
Kickler

When Lillie Jo 
Sweeny threw out 
the first pitch of the 
game at Houston’s 
Astrodome in 1989, 
she joined the As-
tros and thousands 
of boys and girls 
in celebrating the 
50th anniversary of 
Little League base-
ball. The event also 
saluted her de-
ceased husband, 
Odie Sweeny, a 
Little League leg-
end who managed 
a never-say-die 
team for 38 years 
— a record in 
Texas and one of 
the longest streaks 
in the nation.
Little League Heav-
en: The Legend 
of Odie Sweeny, 
an inspirational 
biography,  serves 
a generous slice 
of Americana and 
traditional values. 

Little League Heaven
By Carolina Journal Editor Richard C. Wagner

Available at PublishAmerica.com, Amazon.com and at major bookstores.  

In North Carolina, regionalism has 
existed since day one. In August 
1784, western North Carolin-

ians established the State of Frank-
lin — “the only de facto state that 
functioned in every aspect of statal 
power,” writes historian Samuel Cole 
Williams. After 
a civil war in 
the mountains, 
however, the 
Lost State of 
Franklin ceased 
in February 
1789.

During the 
1780s, North 
Carolina was 
under the Ar-
ticles of Confed-
eration. The Constitution was drafted 
in 1787 and ratified by all 13 original 
colonies by 1789.  At that time, “west-
ern North Carolina” stretched from 
the Appalachian Mountains to the 
Mississippi River. 

Irritated mountaineers
Soon after the establishment of the 

state of North Carolina in 1776, North 
Carolina mountaineers believed the 
state government always looked east-

ward.  The irresponsive government 
of North Carolina angered those in the 
transmontane region (most lived along 
the Watauga and Nolichucky rivers); it 
offered no protection from the dangers 
of the frontier and used taxes to benefit 
primarily the eastern part of the state. 
Plus, Franklinites later argued, its seat 
was too far away for western North 
Carolinians to send delegates for timely 
representation.  

These problems irritated moun-
taineers more, when they remembered 
that they shouldered the onerous 
burden of fighting to secure western 
land — land that the state sold to pay 
off its Revolutionary War debt. In 
particular, after the Land Grab Act (c. 
1783) opened western land for sale, 
western North Carolinians alleged 
land warrant fraud; legislators and 
their business partners acquired land 
warrants for three of the four million 
acres sold.

The State of Franklin received its 
first breath in 1784, when the North 
Carolina legislature ceded its land to 
the federal government. Already upset 
with their state government, Washing-
ton, Sullivan, and Greene countians, 
in what would become Tennessee, 
decided to start their own state and 
stretch its borders westward and is-

sue land warrants. Meanwhile, angry 
North Carolina voters replaced their 
representatives with a legislative body 
that repealed the act of cession.  

Operated like a state
Although North Carolina did 

not recognize its statehood, Franklin 
operated for almost five years like any 
other state. It granted, for example, 
land warrants and marriage licenses 
and built roads. Franklin leaders even 
negotiated treaties with the Cherokee 
and in the state’s waning days, they 
sought to be annexed by Spain. John 
Sevier, a former leader of the Watauga 
Association, the first autonomous 
white government in the British colo-
nies, and leader of the Wataugans at 
the Battle of King’s Mountain, was the 
first governor.

After a series of problems, 
including a congressional rejection 
for statehood and warfare with the 
Cherokee, many in Franklin, under 
the direction of John Tipton, called 
for a return to North Carolina. The 
denouement in Franklin’s story was 
in 1788, when a North Carolina sheriff 
seized Sevier’s property for back 
taxes. The Franklin Army marched 
to Tipton’s home where a skirmish, 

called the Battle of Franklin, ensued. 
Later arrested for treason and jailed 
in Morganton, Sevier was rescued by 
his followers, who tried to form, south 
of the French Broad River, what they 
called Lesser Franklin.

In February 1789 the leaders of 
Franklin pledged allegiance to North 
Carolina.  The Tar Heel State, now rid 
of its competition, ceded its western 
land to the United States and acquired 
authority over all legal claims to 
North Carolina land warrants.  

The State of Franklin provided 
the nucleus of Tennessee, established 
in 1796. Sevier was its first governor.

Many have criticized the Frank-
linites and their act of secession. But 
they embodied the noble spirit of the 
American Revolution. These western 
North Carolinians tried, as stated in 
the Declaration of Independence, to 
“abolish a destructive government” 
that had abused their rights to life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness 
and tried to “institute [a] new Govern-
ment” that was most likely to “effect 
their Safety and Happiness.”            CJ

Troy Kickler is director of the North 
Carolina History Project.
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Short Takes on Culture Book review

Mr. Polk’s War :  Vivid Accounts
Bring Mexican War to Life
• Richard Bruce Winders: Mr. Polk’s 
Army: American Military Experience in 
the Mexican War; Texas A&M University 
Press; 2007; 308 pp; $17.95

By JIM STEGALL
Contributing Editor

ASHEBORO

Do you remember when Demo-
cratic presidents knew how to 
fight and win wars? Neither do I. 

Like most of us nowadays I wasn’t born 
until well after the conclusion of World 
War II. So it’s a good thing that we have 
historians like Richard Bruce Winders to 
remind us that there was a time when 
Democrats were more adept at battling 
America’s external enemies than at snip-
ing at Republican administrations.

North Carolina native James K. 
Polk didn’t have a military pedigree like 
his mentor, the dominant political figure 
of the day, Andrew Jackson. But he led 
the nation through its most uniformly 
successful war up to that time.

He did so while balancing two 
strategic goals: defeat Mexico and ac-
quire her vast northern territories and 
appoint as many Democrats as possible 
to positions of authority in the armed 
forces, in the hopes that some would 
gain political prominence based on their 
military records.

Ground-level description
Mr. Polk’s Army is not a general 

military history of the war with Mexico. 
There is no narrative tracing the course 
of hostilities, no description of specific 
battles, or grand strategy — not even a 
single tale of daring-do under hostile fire. 
It is, however, an excellent ground-level 
description of the army that fought the 
war, with emphasis on the political and 
social climate that produced the army.

It is in Winders’ description of 
how the political environment of the 
day shaped the army that the book finds 
its groove. In the 1840s partisan politics 
played a big role in the selection, assign-
ment, and promotion of officers in the 
regular army. Far from being apolitical, 
regular army officers were expected to 
have political views and use their politi-
cal connections for advancement.

In the volunteer units officers from 
colonel through lieutenant were usually 
elected by their men, in keeping with 
the egalitarian Jacksonian traditions in 
vogue at the time. Party affiliation was 
considered a legitimate factor for many 
when casting a vote.

So the American army that Polk 
sent into Mexico in 1845 was really two 
armies; one a small band of professional 
soldiers led almost exclusively by career 
officers from West Point, the other a 
much larger horde of citizen volunteers 

whose Jacksonian ideals made them 
nearly impervious to military training 
and discipline. The difficult integration 
of these disparate elements into a single 
fighting force provides much of the grist 
for Winders’ thesis.

Winder illustrates his points with a 
wealth of first-hand accounts, including 
diary entries, letters home, and contem-
porary newspaper accounts. Letting the 
participants tell the story gives the book 
an authentic, eyes-on feel that draws the 
reader into the experience. There are 
vivid descriptions of the rigors of army 
life — the endless marches, the wonder 
at being in a strange land, the shock of 
battle and the tedium of camp. Soldiers 
of all ranks are recorded opining on pay, 
food and discipline.

Military hardware
Aficionados of military hardware 

will enjoy the copious descriptions of the 
instruments of war U.S. forces carried 
with them to Mexico. If you’ve ever won-
dered how, for instance, the eight-step 
loading procedure for the Model 1841 
percussion lock rifle differed from the 
12-step loading procedure for the Model 
1817 flintlock, you’ll find it here.

Winders concludes that while 
Polk did succeed in appointing a great 
many Democrats as army officers, and, 
incidentally, defeating Mexico, he was 
unable to prevent the political out-
come he most feared. The war ignited 
the political career not of a Democrat 
military hero as he had hoped, but one 
of the opposition party. Whig General 
Zachary Taylor, a regular army officer 
Polk had tried to sideline during the 
war, won several battles and rode his 
martial laurels to the White House 
in the election of 1848.                    CJ

‘Clatterford’  a Bore
• “Clatterford”
BBC America
Fridays at 9 p.m. and Saturdays at 
1 a.m.

I’ve always had a weakness for 
BBC comedies, not just the out-
rageous ones such as “Fawlty 

Towers” and “Absolutely Fabulous,” 
but also the quiet, quirky ones such 
as “Good Neighbors” and “To The 
Manor Born.”

Upon seeing previews a few 
weeks ago of the new comedy “Clat-
terford” on BBC America, I was 
pleased that perhaps BBC had de-
cided to combine the best attributes 
of the outlandish sitcom with the best 
elements of quirky rural characters 
such as the ones in “Last of the Sum-
mer Wine.”  

The show’s pedigree is a good 
one. Dawn French (“French & Saun-
ders,” “Vicar of Dibley”), Jennifer 
Saunders (“French & Saunders,” 
and the brunette in “Absolutely 
Fabulous”) and Joanna Lumley (the 
blond one in “Absolutely Fabulous”) 
had done some great-to-middling 
comedies for BBC over the years, with 
Saunders and Lumley’s “AbFab” be-
ing the best. I was set for something 
fine, but after several viewings I came 
away disappointed.

“Clatterford” revolves around 
the Women’s Guild, a group of an-
noyingly eccentric women, in the 
village of Clatterford in the West 
Country.  Saunders (at least in the 
episodes I’ve seen so far), fades into 
the background. Lumley plays a tire-
some crone who rides a bike with 
training wheels and a ridiculously 
loose chain, and French’s character 
reverts to alternate personalities, all 
of them unlikable, with the facility 
of Sybil. 

It is written and produced by 
Saunders, and perhaps the writing 
hasn’t hit its stride yet. Perhaps it’s 
only an accident that all males in this 
show are idiots, the local parson being 
the most idiotic of all. I won’t know, 
however, since, after watching three 
dull episodes, I won’t be back. 

— JON HAM

• Caesar: Life of a Colossus
By Adrian Goldsworthy
Yale University Press

You know you inspire strong 
emotions when your greatest ad-
versary rips out his own entrails to 
avoid the dishonor of submitting to 
your mercy.

Cato the Younger made that 
choice in 46 B.C. after the battle of 
Thapsus, marking an end to his long, 

bitter struggle against Caius Julius 
Caesar. Cato’s fate is just one of the 
juicy details you’ll learn in Adrian 
Goldsworthy’s excellent biography 
of the man who paved the way for 
the Roman Empire.

“In behaviour Caesar and Cato 
often seem poles apart, but in some 
ways they were both striving for much 
the same ends,” Goldsworthy writes. 
“Ambitious politicians needed to be 
noticed so that they could stand out 
from the crowd of other men all seek-
ing the same offices.”

The story of the entrails should 
tell you all you need to know about 
which man fulfilled his ambitions.  

This reviewer lacks the back-
ground in military history to appre-
ciate fully the detailed accounts of 
Caesar’s campaigns. But the battle 
descriptions and diagrams never bog 
down the larger story of Caesar’s 
efforts to establish his name among 
the great men of Roman republican 
history.

Fans of HBO’s fictionalized se-
ries will appreciate the descriptions 
of Caesar, Marc Antony, Servilia, and 
Cleopatra. Fans of Shakespeare might 
be sad to learn there’s no direct evi-
dence that the dying dictator uttered 
as his final words, “Et tu Brute.” 

— MITCH KOKAI

• “The Dresden Files”
SciFi Network
Sundays at 9 p.m.
 

Harry Dresden is a “police 
consultant” who lists his primary 
occupation as a wizard. The world is 
full of black and white magic. A group 
of people, The Council, monitors the 
use of both and seeks balance in the 
use of all magic. The Council also 
wants to limit what regular citizens 
know about magic, so it’s important 
to keep things kind of secret.

Dresden has gifts that he al-
legedly used to kill his uncle, with 
black magic, and thus warranted the 
attention of The Council.  He claimed 
self-defense and as there wasn’t 
enough proof to show he didn’t, so 
he’s allowed to continue practicing 
magic and living.

Dresden often assists the police 
in unsolved murders and although his 
primary contact suspects something’s 
amiss, Dresden just gets high marks 
for solving crimes with conventional 
explanations.

The show is set in Chicago and is 
reminiscent of the old “Night Stalker” 
series from the 1970s.

It’s a smart, witty drama with 
Mike Hammer-style narratives

— CHAD ADAMS    CJ
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Blue Ridge Parkway’s History Complicated, Contentious

Books authored By JLF staFFers

By John Hood
President of the 
John Locke Foundation

“[Selling the Dream] provides a 
fascinating look into the world 
of advertising and beyond ... 
Highly recommended.”

Choice
April 2006

Selling the Dream
Why Advertising is Good Business

www.praeger.com

Books authored By JLF staFFers

Free Choice for Workers:
A History of the Right to Work Movement

By George C. Leef
Vice President for Research at the
John William Pope Center for Higher 
Education Policy

“He writes like a buccaneer...
recording episodes of bravery, 
treachery, commitment and 
vacillation.”

Robert Huberty
Capital Research Center(Call Jameson Books, 1-800-426-1357, to order)

•   Anne Mitchell Whisnant: Super-Scenic 
Motorway, A Blue Ridge Parkway History; 
University of North Carolina Press; 
Chapel Hill; 2006; 330 pp; $34.95

By GEORGE M. STEPHENS
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

The Blue Ridge Parkway is one of 
the great public works projects of 
America. From the Shenandoah 

National Park in Virginia to the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park in 
North Carolina, it follows the Blue Ridge, 
the spine of the Appalachian Mountains, 
for 469 miles.

While it has a serene appearance 
shaped by landscape architects and 
provides peaceful recreation and beauti-
ful scenery, it was also shaped by bitter 
political and legal battles. Historian 
Anne Mitchell Whisnant, who went 
into the complicated and often-conten-
tious processes that brought the road 
into being, carefully chronicles all of 
the elements.

A romantic view
“This book departs from a romantic 

view of the Parkway as a modern miracle 
and as pure gain for everyone involved 
and looks critically at the road’s history 
as a project created by human minds 
and hands, paid for with public funds, 
in the service of some version of a public 
good,” Whisnant says.

Whisnant succeeds brilliantly at 
this objective. She obviously loves the 
Parkway, yet through thorough research 
she exposes the difficult and sometimes 
ugly aspects of the process, comment-
ing on whom was helped and hurt, and 
how and why. Good historian that she 
is, she let the facts, not emotions, lead 
her to conclusions.

The book be-
gins with the idea 
that the Parkway 
emerged from the 
19th and early-20th-
century promotion of 
good roads, tourism, 
and parks. It came to 
existence when New 
Deal agencies made 
funding available in 
1933, so it was the 
result of long-term 
trends, ideas, and 
funding priorities.

In North Caro-
lina there were close 
ties between the 
Parkway support-
ers and the tour-
ism industry, which 
forged a concerted, successful effort by 
Asheville leaders to route it by that city 
rather than into Tennessee. The Asheville 
Chamber of Commerce rallied support 
throughout western North Carolina for 
its route. A committee appointed by 
Interior Secretary Harold Ickes favored 
the Tennessee route. Complementing the 
business effort in North Carolina was the 
route planning work of R. Getty Brown-
ing, locating engineer with the State 
Highway Department. His proposal for 
the Parkway location was eventually 
adopted almost exactly. 

Land acquisition
The book explores issues surround-

ing land acquisition. The states bought 
the right-of-way and gave it to the federal 
government. North Carolina’s process 
allowed for immediate taking on post-
ing of a map at the county courthouse, 
so that construction was able to start 
quickly, while Virginia used a slower 

one, somewhat more 
respectful of owners’ 
rights.

One of  the 
valuable features of 
Whisnant’s history is 
that she sometimes 
features the impact 
on small groups or 
on individual moun-
tain people and in 
so doing reveals a 
great deal about the 
impact of policy. For 
example, she quotes 
from a letter by an 
Ashe County farmer 
to president Franklin 
D. Roosevelt saying 
that the right-of-
way went through 

the middle of his farm, taking 20 of his 
70 acres and offering him inadequate 
compensation. 

Right-of-way battles
While there were problems for the 

local people and for the officials of the 
Parkway all along the route, some very 
serious ones concentrated in certain 
places. At Little Switzerland, halfway 
between Asheville and Boone, there was 
a bruising political and legal battle with 
Heriot Clarkson, a justice of the state 
Supreme Court. He had created a resort 
there, and he fought over right-of-way 
width and access to the Parkway and 
won in most cases.

The controversy the public noticed 
the most was at Grandfather Mountain 
on Hugh Morton’s land. Morton was 
politically well-connected and a master 
at public relations. He claimed that the 
proposed “high” route for the Parkway 
would be like “taking a switch-blade to 

the Mona Lisa.” He sold himself as an 
environmentalist, though he had built 
a road on the same mountainside to 
his “Mile High Swinging Bridge.” The 
battle extended from 1955 to 1968, and 
he prevailed.

Gunboards and split rails
All along the Parkway are informa-

tional signs called “gun boards” because 
they have a frontier long-rifle on them. 
This has more significance than is ap-
parent, because it reflects the Service’s 
wish to create an illusion of a simple, 
preindustrial lifestyle. She says that the 
gun boards and the split-rail fences are 
supposed to evoke our pioneer ancestors 
and are part of the myth. Along with 
the carefully landscaped design they 
support the notion that the people were 
not connected to industry and the market 
economy. This was partly true in the 18th 
century, but the subsequent history was 
of stronger connections, and this period 
deserves to be studied and reported. 
“What there hasn’t been attention to are 
these other forces—historical, cultural, 
social . . . political that also shaped the 
way the thing looks.”

To illustrate this, she uses the Peaks 
of Otter section in Virginia with empha-
sis on the activities of a public-spirited 
group of men who helped the Park Ser-
vice acquire land for the scenic road in the 
late 1930s. They owned and developed 
the Hotel Mons, which had a commu-
nity around it in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries. It did not fit the pioneer 
image, so the Park Service demolished 
the hotel complex in 1939 and 1940. 

One speculates that under a dif-
ferent policy the old Hotel Mons might, 
with the nearby Peaks of Otter Lodge, 
still be illustrating history and serving 
Parkway visitors today.                        CJ
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The Goals of Transit

Due Process vs. Groupthink

What’s the point of public 
transit? That would seem 
like an easy question, but 

in the real word the answer is any-
thing but obvious. You see, transit 
serves many different masters. It 
means different things to different 
groups, a fact that should not be 
forgotten as the value of transit in 
general, and rail transit in particu-
lar, is debated in North Carolina.

There at least 
seven different groups 
having different ex-
pectations as to what 
transit is suppose to do. 
These include:

• For advo-
cates of the poor, bus 
transit in particular 
offers an opportunity 
to provide mobility 
to the “economical 
disadvantaged.” This 
means providing service to the 
parts of town where residents 
who can’t afford cars, or are oth-
erwise unable to drive, live.

• Environmentalists see 
transit as a means to reduce pol-
lution and reduce the need for 
road construction. Fewer cars 
on the road means less pollu-
tion. Also, building transit lines, 
especially rail transit, is seen as a 
way to avoid building roads, thus 
preserving open space. A version 
of this vision is “smart growth” 
which seeks to concentrate 
population, often in medium-
rise apartment or condominium 
buildings, around rail lines.

• Transit, it is argued, can 
relieve congestion. A bus takes up 
less space on the road than a long 
string of cars would.

• Many local government 
and civic leaders see an advanced 
transit system, especially one 
built around light rail, as a sign of 
the modernity of their communi-
ties. 

• Business owners see tran-
sit as a way of funneling potential 
customers to their door or em-
ployees to work. That’s especially 
true in cities such as Charlotte, 
which still have strong central 
business districts.

• Transit, especially rail 
transit, can be the major element 
in a plan to redevelop an area. 

• There are train fans, who 
simply like trains. That’s not a 
particularly valid reason to build 
a rail line, but, nonetheless, it 
exists. 

• There are taxpayers. 

Transit doesn’t pay its own way. 
It usually doesn’t come close to 
paying its own way, with riders 
covering none of the capital costs 
and less than a third of operating 
costs. Transit, though, should still 
be operated as efficiently as pos-
sible. An empty bus or train is of 
no value. 

Unsurprisingly, these various 
goals and interests are 
often in conflict. No-
where is that clearer 
than in Charlotte, with 
the state’s most ambi-
tious transit plan. At 
the core of the propos-
al are five transit corri-
dors running out from 
Uptown Charlotte. 
That the entire plan is 
aimed at strengthen-
ing Charlotte’s down-
town should not be in 

doubt. 
Construction on the first 

corridor is under way, a nine-mile 
long light-rail line along South 
Boulevard. Charlotte Mayor Pat 
McCrory has referred to South 
Boulevard as it now exists as a 
“corridor of crap.” Redevelopment 
is a key goal, if not the key goal.

Does the light-rail line help 
mobility for those dependent on 
transit? Not really. South Boule-
vard already has bus service. Light 
rail is inflexible as it runs, well, on 
rails. For it to help those who can’t 
afford a car means intentionally 
concentrating the poor near the rail 
line. That, most certainly, is not the 
plan.

What about congestion relief 
and pollution reduction? Achiev-
ing either of those goals depends 
upon getting a significant number 
of people out of their cars and on to 
transit. 

The South Boulevard line 
doesn’t do that. Despite a price tag 
nearing $500 million, the line will 
attract only 1,000 additional transit 
riders a day.

Oddly, the line also is pit-
ting rail fans against light rail. A 
nonprofit group that predates the 
decision to build the line wants to 
run historic trolleys into Uptown 
from a near-in station, an idea that 
the Charlotte transit system is do-
ing its best to kill.

So, as they say, you really 
can’t have it all.                            CJ

Michael Lowrey is an associate 
editor of Carolina Journal

Michael
Lowrey The first phase of the infamous 

Duke lacrosse case is now over. 
All charges have been dropped 

against the three accused players and 
Attorney General Roy Cooper has de-
clared that they were innocent victims 
of an “overreaching” district attorney. 
That’s putting it mildly. 

Michael Nifong abused the power 
of his office for personal gain — winning 
re-election — by proceeding recklessly 
with a case where the initial evidence 
was flimsy and fell apart rapidly. 

This isn’t the first time a prosecu-
tor has tried to make a big name for 
himself by blasting away in the media 
to demonstrate his “toughness” even 
though it means ruining the lives of 
innocent people. 

Thanks to the efforts of a group of 
excellent lawyers, due process has been 
done and further injustice prevented. 
Perhaps justice will eventually come to 
Mr. Nifong. 

The state now has the opportunity 
to make it known that prosecutors are 
expected to protect the rights of the ac-
cused and that those who railroad cases 
through just to get convictions will face 
serious sanctions. 

It would be nice if in the near 
future, instead of asking “Where were 
you at the time of the murder?” Mike 
Nifong is asking, “Would you like fries 
with that?”

At least as revolting as Nifong’s 
eagerness to convict the three students 
was the attitude of some in the media 
and the politically correct forces on 
campus. 

For them, this case was never a 
question of whether Collin Finnerty, 
Reade Seligmann, and David Evans had 
actually committed rape and kidnap-
ping, as alleged by Crystal Mangum. 
Rather, the case was about their great 
triumverate of social “issues” — race, 
class, and gender. 

To the left, those issues are what 
make the world go round and they 
delight in portraying everything as a 
morality play in which the bad forces 
in society (here represented by white 
male athletes from well-to-do families) 
oppress the good forces in society (here 
represented by a black woman working 
as a “dancer”). 

For people with that mindset, it’s 
unthinkable that a person from a “victim 
class” could lie for personal advantage 
and equally unthinkable that a person 
from the “oppressor class” could be truly 
innocent of wrongdoing against one of 
society’s suffering victims. 

That’s why the leftist commenta-
tors automatically assumed that the 
accusations were true and happily ha-
rassed and denounced the defendants 
before due process of law had been given 
any chance to work. 

One of the greatest advances 
brought about by Western civilization 
is the idea that guilt or innocence is an 
individual matter. It slowly displaced the 
primitive notion that groups of people, 
who might be identified by their clan, 
tribe, religion or nation, deserve either 
good or bad treatment based on what a 
few of them have done. 

Raids, battles, and wars in the 
past were often rooted in groupthink, 
and that atavistic mentality is still with 
us: The three students were pre-judged 
based on their membership in the “tribe” 
of oppressors.

When the case first emerged, there 
was a hint of glee in the heated attacks 
on the students because the case seemed 
to validate the leftist view of the world 
as one in which white skin and suc-
cess are prima facie evidence of guilt. 

Now that the truth is out, it would 
be appropriate to demand all those 
who eagerly rushed to judgment to 
take some courses on due process, libel, 
mass hysteria, and justice.                      CJ
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Playing the Blarney Fife
Educational Unproductivity
Children spend enough time in schools, but it’s time ill-used

Common Landfill Sense
Cans and bottles are not the problem facing our landfills

Upon the release of the latest find-
ings from a long-running Na-
tional Institute of Child Health 

and Human Development study of child 
care in the United States, most reporters 
and policymakers immediately zeroed 
in on perhaps the most controversial 
discovery: that quite apart from its 
quality, day care appears to correlate 
with behavior problems well into the 
late elementary-school grades.

But if you look at the underlying 
data from the NICHD Study of Early 
Child Care and Youth Development, 
the day-care effect on child behavior 
may have been statistically significant, 
but in practical terms it was modest. It 
would be wrongheaded to cite the study 
as “proof” that today’s chaotic public-
school classrooms or overcrowded ju-
venile-justice system are the inevitable 
result of mothers choosing to work 
outside the home. The policymaking 
implications of the new study, published 
in the March-April edition of the journal 
Child Development, were to be found 
elsewhere.

Gov. Jim Hunt’s Smart Start initia-
tive and Gov. Mike Easley’s More at Four, 
advanced the idea that targeting money 

to at-risk four-year-olds would offer the 
best opportunity to make a meaningful 
difference.

The problem is that, contrary to 
the claims of both gubernatorial admin-
istrations, there was little empirical or 
theoretical justification for believing that 
these programs would, in fact, produce 
anything like the promised results. 

Indeed, early evidence has sug-
gested that whatever gains participat-
ing students exhibited compared with 
otherwise-similar non-participants 
were small and unlikely to persist past 
the second or third grade. This widely 
known phenomenon is called the fade-
out effect.

For the most part, the new NICHD 
study results confirm this unfortunate 
prediction. What researchers termed 
“high-quality day care” — care by an 
engaged, responsive adult in a rich, 
nurturing setting — did not lead to any 
lasting gains for fifth-graders in reading 
or mathematics. 

The problem is not that children 
don’t spend enough years in government 
programs. It is that the years our chil-
dren do spend in government schools 
are not being used productively.      CJ

All too often, government policy-
makers choose the clumsiest tool 
they can find to do a job. That is, 

indeed, an important reason not to give 
governments too many jobs to do.

A good case in point is a bill intro-
duced by Sen. Doug Berger, a Franklin 
County Democrat, to impose a 10-cent 
deposit tax on beverage cans and bottles. 
As in previous deposit systems, the 
money would be refunded at “redemp-
tion centers.” 

Berger’s stated goals are to reduce 
solid waste in landfills, combat littering, 
and increase the percentage of bever-
age containers recycled to 60 percent 
or so, up from the current 20 percent to 
30 percent. Picture these three goals as 
screws, each with a different head: flat, 
Phillips, and Robertson. Berger’s tool of 
choice  — a tax levied at the point of sale 
— doesn’t fit any of these screw heads. 
In fact, it’s a sledgehammer.

To the extent that North Carolina 
communities are generating so much 
solid waste that they are close to exceed-
ing their landfill capacity, it’s not obvious 
that a deposit-based recycling system 
is the most efficient response. Singling 
out beverage containers doesn’t make a 
lot of sense, given that according to the 
N.C. Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources, the largest compo-
nents of the discarded waste stream do 

not include cans and bottles. 
With regard to reducing litter along 

the state’s highways and beyond, why 
should everyone pay more because of 
the misbehavior of a few? Littering ought 
to be discouraged directly, by public 
education and by higher fines. 

And if policymakers want to set a 
goal to increase recycling, they need to 
be clear about what they are trying to 
accomplish. Charging accurate prices for 
landfill use may well increase recycling 
rates, for example, but that’s not really 
the proper end. It’s a means to an end. If, 
instead, policymakers want to treat recy-
cling as an end in itself, on the grounds 
that it reduces energy use or environ-
mental degradation, they need to make 
sure their numbers add up. Recycling 
consumes energy, too. Assuming that 
recycling always has a net environment 
benefit is risky, because the equation is 
built on a set of variables whose values 
are constantly changing. The best policy 
is to seek to present consumers with ac-
curate prices —  capturing disposal and 
transportation costs — and then allow 
them to make decisions accordingly.

Their decision may be to recycle 
their bottles and cans. But it may not. 
It may make more sense to devote 
scarce resources to addressing larger-
scale pressures on landfills or the 
environment.                                        CJ

Tax time may be over for most 
North Carolinians but the 
headaches continue for their 

elected lawmakers currently fash-
ioning a state budget in Raleigh.

Unfortunately, some of these 
lawmakers are fully within what 
I have previously called 
North Carolina’s Blarney 
Tradition, which leads 
them to make embarrass-
ingly silly boasts about 
the state’s economy, cul-
ture, and governance. The 
truth about our taxes and 
economic performance 
are hardly worth crowing 
about.

According to the 
latest data from the 
Tax Foundation, North 
Carolina’s state and local 
governments will con-
sume 11 percent of personal income 
in 2007. That gives us the 19th-high-
est state and local tax burden in the 
nation. We continue to rank 1st in 
the Southeast in this dubious cat-
egory, with neighboring states such 
as Virginia and Georgia imposing 
significantly lower costs, and we 
now rank 3rd in the entire South, 
with only hapless Arkansas and 
pitiful Louisiana beating us out. As 
recently as 2000, North Carolina 
ranked 36th. Since then, the real tax 
burden has grown by 10 percent. 
During the same period, many 
other states held the line.

Some might respond with 
a frustrated “so what?” Perhaps 
North Carolina has simply “in-
vested” more, thus improving the 
quality of government services, 
they might argue. Well, I’d ask 
them to prove it. I see little evidence 
in reputable test scores, graduation 
rates, traffic congestion, crime rates, 
or other data to show that North 
Carolina’s increased costs have 
improved our government services 
compared to those in lower-cost 
states. We just spend more.

Others, infected with the 
aforementioned blarney gene, 
might insist, with the appropriate 
swagger, that North Carolina’s tax-
es must not really be burdensome 
since we’re leading the nation in 
economic and population growth. 
But, first of all, that’s a gross 
overstatement. Judging by stan-
dard measures, North Carolina’s 
statewide economic performance in 
recent years has been weaker than 
average, not stronger:

• Private gross domestic prod-
uct since 2000: North Carolina is 
up 26 percent, the Southeast up 32 

percent, the nation up 27 percent.
• Employment since 2000: 

North Carolina up 4 percent, the 
Southeast up 6.3 percent, the nation 
up 4.5 percent.

• Per-capita income since 
2000: North Carolina up 19 per-

cent, the Southeast up 24 
percent, the nation up 22 
percent.

As for population, 
North Carolina’s growth 
since 2000 has been a 
robust 10 percent, ranking 
us in the top 10 for sure 
but not number one. Ari-
zona, Colorado, Florida, 
Georgia, Idaho, Nevada, 
Texas, and Utah have all 
had faster growth rates 
(and lower state & local 
tax burdens, by the way). 

More generally, I am 
not arguing that government cost 
is the only factor that matters. Far 
from it. What’s going on is a large-
scale migration of people from the 
North and Midwest to the South 
and West, driven by such factors as 
climate, quality of life, housing and 
energy costs, culture, and economic 
dynamism. Finally, the fact that 
plenty of folks would prefer to 
live in North Carolina, where the 
tax burden ranks 19th, rather than 
their home states of, say, New York 
(3rd), Ohio (5th), Connecticut (8th), 
or New Jersey (10th), doesn’t offer 
much relief to native North Caro-
linians who resent governmental 
bloat as an encroachment on their 
freedom to spend their own money 
as they see fit, and as a wasteful 
expenditure with scant returns in 
improving schools, roads, or public 
safety.

Meanwhile, as North Carolina 
policymakers talk, other states are 
taking action. Utah has just enacted 
a comprehensive tax-reform mea-
sure that will slash the top income-
tax rate, lower the sales tax, and 
offer an optional flat-rate income 
tax for taxpayers seeking to reduce 
compliance costs. 

Back in the Tar Heel State, 
however, the latest news is that 
House Speaker Joe Hackney may 
agree with Gov. Mike Easley to re-
nege again on the original promise 
to sunset the so-called “temporary” 
sales and income-tax increases they 
enacted in 2001. 

 [Sigh.]                                    CJ

John Hood is president of the 
John Locke Foundation and publisher of 
CarolinaJournal.com.
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Are Loan Interest Charges a Rip-off?

Michael
Walden

Navy’s ship destroys budget
Look at the plans for the DDG 1000, the 

Navy’s newest guided-missile destroyer, and 
you’ll see the makings of a sea warrior’s dream, 
says the National Journal.

The 600-foot-long, next-generation warship 
is a technological marvel, with state-of-the-art 
multiphased radar, advanced gunnery and missile 
systems, electric propulsion, and an integrated 
power-generation package that will pave the way 
for future use of laser or electromagnetic guns.

Although far more advanced than any of its 
predecessors, the vessel also poses some problems. 
Depending on the estimates, it costs $2.5 billion 
to  $3.8 billion a copy, about four times the origi-
nal projection and almost triple the price tag for 
the DDG 51 Arleigh Burke-class destroyers in 
service.

Congress cut orders for the DDG 1000 to 
only two ships in fiscal 2007 and seems unlikely 
to approve more than five beyond that, far fewer 
than the 16 to 24 ships the Navy had wanted. 
Some analysts worry that the ballooning cost of 
the destroyers will leave the Navy without enough 
money to replace other aging warships and to 
maintain its planned 313-ship fleet.

The DDG 1000 isn’t the military’s only budget 
buster. In a report issued in April 2006, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office pointed to dozens 
of other high-tech weapons programs that are so 
costly that they are obliging Pentagon buyers to 
cut orders to a trickle. Military analyst Cindy Wil-
liam points to such programs as prime examples 
of the inherent conflicts stemming from growing 
demands for costly high-technology weaponry, 
increased pressures on military procurement 
budgets during wartime, and competition from 
domestic programs.

Teddy and the Marlboro Man
It‘s not surprising that Democrats Ted Ken-

nedy and Henry Waxman are promoting some-
thing called “The Family Smoking Prevention and 
Tobacco Control Act.” But you’ll never guess who 
else is thrilled by their proposal: the Marlboro Man 
himself, The Wall Street Journal says.

So why does Philip Morris, maker of the 
Marlboro brand, and other major cigarette manu-
facturers, like the bill? Many analysts think the 
regulation will actually help tobacco industry lead-
ers by entrenching their position further, allowing 
them to maintain market share or increase it. 

 The bill specifically prohibits the Food 
and Drug Administration from banning tobacco 
products, so some in the industry think it gives 
tobacco companies a new lease on life.

 It also calls for advertising restrictions, which 
protect the dominant name-recognized brands, ac-
cording to Dr. Gilbert Ross, a tobacco specialist at 
the American Council on Science and Health.

 The bill would prevent the smokeless-to-
bacco industry from claiming that it is safer than 
cigarettes, the big cigarette makers figure that this 
will reduce the appeal of smokeless products that 
are the biggest competitive threat to cigarettes.

Health experts are skeptical of another part 
of the bill, which would be to reduce the amount 
of nicotine in cigarettes. Reducing nicotine 
could have the perverse effect of inducing cur-
rent smokers to light up more often to get their 
nicotine “high.” That might mean more cigarette 
sales and more deaths.                                       CJ

There’s been more bad news recently about the 
housing market. Home foreclosures are up. 
Thousands of higher-risk homebuyers have 

found the mortgage that got them in the door is 
now pushing them out.

Most of these loans carried adjustable inter-
est rates. When interest rates were lower three and 
four years ago, the buyer could qualify and make 
the payments.   Now the interest rates have adjusted 
higher and, unfortunately, many of the borrowers’ 
incomes haven’t, meaning they can’t 
make the payments and have to leave 
their homes.

This is the sub-prime, meaning 
risky, mortgage market problem, and 
many economists (like yours truly) and 
other financial experts warned it could 
occur when super-low, and unsustain-
able, interest rates were offered earlier 
this decade. 

A logical question to ask is why 
interest is charged at all on home mort-
gages or any other type of loan. Clearly 
these charges make loans more expensive and, it can 
be argued, the interest expense is a big reason why 
borrowers sometimes have a difficult time making 
their loan payments.

For example, if you borrowed $100,000 and 
repaid the loan over 30 years with no interest, your 
equal monthly payment would be $277.78. But if 6 
percent interest was charged, the monthly payment 
jumps to $599.95, and the total repayment over 30 
years would be $215,838, over twice what you bor-
rowed.

I’m sure you’re thinking, this is a rip-off, a 
total rip-off! But let’s step back and look at the 
economics of lending. To do this, let’s put you in the 
position of the lender. Suppose someone wanted to 
borrow $1,000 from you and repay it in 10  years. 
Wouldn’t it be fair to simply ask for the $1,000 back 
10 years from now?

One problem with the deal is that the econom-
ic world likely won’t stay constant over this decade, 
and specifically, prices won’t stay constant. Rising 
prices, or inflation, make future dollars worth less. 

An average yearly inflation rate of 3 percent would 
make $1,000 10 years in the future worth only $700 
in purchasing power. So loaning $1,000 today and 
getting $1,000 back in a decade is really like being 
repaid $700, when inflation is taken into account.

Another issue is human nature. Most of us 
would rather have things now than wait for them 
— it’s just the way we’re wired. Having things we 
like now means we can enjoy them for a longer 
period of time. It also means we won’t miss this 

enjoyment if something causes us not to 
be around in the future.

Then there’s the matter of risk. 
There’s a chance the person you loaned 
the $1,000 to won’t be able to repay it. 
Health or job issues might prevent the 
borrower from repaying all or part of the 
$1,000 loan when it is due.

So these three issues — inflation, 
our desire for “now” over “later,” and 
risk — are three factors that make a 
simple transaction of loaning $1,000 
now and getting $1,000 back later more 

complicated. In fact, without “charging” for these 
factors, few loans would take place.

What form do the charges take? They’re all 
incorporated into an interest rate.   Lenders will at-
tempt to forecast the future annual inflation rate and 
have it be one element of the interest rate. They’ll 
add to it an interest rate to account for the cost of 
giving up use of money now, usually 2 percent or 
3 percent, and then finally a piece will be included 
for the risk of the borrower. This final piece will be 
lower for less-risky borrowers, and higher for more-
risky borrowers.

By this logic, interest charges aren’t some 
unfair expense used to get more out of borrowers. 
Instead, interest charges are really compensation for 
the costs borne by lenders. I think you’ll agree the 
next time someone asks you for a loan.                   CJ

Michael L. Walden is a William Neal Reynolds dis-
tinguished professor at North Carolina State University 
and an adjunct scholar of the John the Locke Foundation.
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Legislature Hops on Renewable-Energy Bandwagon

Becki
Gray

Handicapping the 2008 GOP Presidential Candidates

While the debate rages over 
global warming, 14 states 
authorized commissions that 

study the effects of climate changes. 
Topics include plans to reduce green-
house gas emis-
sions and costs, 
benefits, and fea-
sibility of various 
policies.

During the 
2005 session the 
N.C. General As-
sembly authorized 
a Legislative Com-
mission on Global 
Climate Change 
(Session Law 2005-
442). The commission was charged 
with conducting an in-depth examina-
tion of issues related to global climate 
change. It was to present its findings 
and recommendations, including 
proposed legislation for consideration, 
to the legislature by Nov. 1, 2006, later 
extended to Jan. 15 (Session Law 2006-
73). 

The commission met nine times, 
but no report and no legislative rec-
ommendation, as required by the 2006 
legislation, has been issued.

However, various bills have 
been introduced that address envi-
ronmental concerns, some studied 
by the commission and some drawn 
from other sources.  None has become 

law, but it is still 
early in the session. 
Two significant 
areas of attention 
are renewable 
energy sources and 
energy-efficiency 
building construc-
tion.

Renewable 
energy:

• Senate Bill 
3 and House Bill 77 establish a Renew-
able Energy and Energy Efficiency 
Portfolio Standard to promote the 
development of renewable energy and 
energy efficiency.  Power suppliers 
would be required to use power gen-
erated from new renewable-energy 
facilities or older facilities that imple-
ment energy-efficiency measures. By 
2018, 10 percent of the total kilowatt 
hours produced would have to come 
from renewable energy sources. 

• House Bill 1263 allows a 35 
percent tax credit for a company that 
builds three or more commercial facili-
ties for processing renewable fuel.  

• House Bill 1264 authorizes 
government funds to be available to 
hog farmers who use animal-waste 
technology to reduce greenhouse 
gases or increase energy efficiency, 
with government paying 75 percent of 
the cost of thee technology.  

• House Bill 1052 requires utility 

companies to buy 
all of the electricity 
generated by hog 
farms for seven 
years at 18 cents 
per kilowatt hour. 
For comparison, 
the cost of energy 
produced with 
coal is about 5 
cents per kilowatt-
hour.  

• Senate Bill 567 allows for the 
distribution of motor-vehicle fuels 
that are a blend of petroleum and 
ethanol. Ethanol is a high-octane fuel 
made from renewable sources, most 
commonly corn or soybeans.

Energy Efficiency in Building 
Construction:

• Senate Bill 668 and House 
Bill 1075 require high-performance 
energy-efficiency standards for all 
new government building construc-
tion and renovations. The state could 
not purchase buildings that did not 
meet these standards. All existing gov-
ernment buildings would have to be 
retrofitted with energy conservation 
measures. 

The Department of Administra-
tion would be required to develop a 
new layer of bureaucracy, the Facilities 
Condition and Assessment Program to 
monitor energy, water, and other util-
ity use and conduct energy audits on 

every state building every three years. 
Life-cycle analyses would be required 
at the schematic design phase of all 
construction and renovation projects 
on state buildings with any needed 
updates throughout the construction 
phase.

• House Bill 1073 establishes a 
no-interest fund for local boards of 
education to borrow money to build 
high-performance school buildings 
with priority given to projects that 
most reduce the use of energy and 
water. This Green School Construc-
tion program uses the Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design 
national rating system to determine 
which building projects are consid-
ered high-performance to qualify for 
the interest-free loans. 

High-performance projects 
require using N.C.-based building 
materials, installing alternative-energy 
systems, and using energy conserva-
tion measures in all phases of con-
struction.  Two million dollars from 
taxpayers would be put into the fund 
for 2007-09. 

The studies that are being con-
ducted and the regulations considered 
would have long-term, far-reaching, 
and expensive consequences in North 
Carolina.                                               CJ

                  
Becki Gray is director of the State 

Policy Resource Center.

The 2008 presidential race is in 
full swing.

The first test of who’s up 
and who’s down 
is what this author 
refers to as “show 
me the money.”

Leading the 
pack for Demo-
crats is Sen. Hill-
ary Clinton with 
about $26 million, 
some of which will 
have to be used for 
the general elec-
tion, then Barack 
Obama with $25 
million, former Sen. John Edwards 
with $14 million, and Gov. Bill Rich-
ardson with a surprising $6 million.

In the lead for the GOP is former 
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney with 
$23 million, followed by Rudy Giu-
liani with $15 million ($10 million of 
which he raised in March alone), and 
trailing the pack , Sen. John McCain of 
Arizona with $12.5 million.

The “money race” is a good indi-
cator of whom the insiders are betting 
on and it is also important because 
the primaries have become front-end 
loaded. 

It is conceivable, because of the 
acceleration of the primary process, 
that both parties will have chosen 
their nominee by mid-February 2008.

Which now brings us to handi-
capping the race. Although among 
the general electorate Clinton is seen 
as unelectable by almost 45 percent of 
the American public she is clearly the 
favorite of the Democratic Party. With-
out a doubt, Bill Clinton is one of the 
smartest strategists on the American 
political landscape today.

 Together the Clintons have the 
best network of fund-raisers and ac-
tivists of anybody in either party. 

Look for Obama to make a good 
run for the gold but to come up short. 
It is highly likely that Obama might 
be the Democratic vice presidential 
nominee. That would set up a historic 
first, with the first woman to lead a 
ticket and the first black to run as the 
vice presidential nominee.

Republican and conservatives 
should not discount the potential 
power of that one-two punch.

On the Republican side the even-
tual nominee might still have to deal 
with the war in Iraq. Make no mistake 
about it, the Democrats will try to 
make the general election a referen-

dum on George W. Bush’s presidency.
 Competency will be the opera-

tive phrase in the 2008 presidential 
race.

Many of my conservative breth-
ren are surprised that Rudy Giuliani 
continues to lead the pack among 
Republicans and with the American 
public. They point out his views on 
social issues.

What has helped Giuliani is that 
he is not seen as someone overtly pan-
dering to the right. One could argue 
that Giuliani is ahead because he’s 
viewed as competent and authentic. 
America instinctively trusts Giuliani 
because of his handling of the terrorist 
attack Sept 11. 

If he has an Achilles heel, it 
might be because he has yet to articu-
late on how he would deal with illegal 
immigration. 

Second in almost all Republican 
primary polls is McCain. An authentic 
American hero, McCain has the ad-
vantage of having run before in 2000. 
He has reached out and tried to mend 
fences with both social and fiscal con-
servatives. Other than Bush, McCain 
is the politician most associated by the 
American public with the war in Iraq.

 He is also seen as a Washington 

DC candidate, which, I believe, is a 
negative in this election cycle.

Which brings me to Romney. 
Romney is leading in the money 
game, not from Washington, but is 
fourth in most polls. 

Romney is camera-ready, but  he 
has a huge credibility problem with 
many social conservatives, which 
might work against him, particularly 
in the Bible Belt of South Carolina. 

On the bench and not yet in the 
game are Former Sen. Fred Thompson 
of Tennessee and former Speaker of 
the House Newt Gingrich. Both are 
well-respected by conservatives, some 
seeking a candidate in the mold of 
Ronald Reagan. 

As I said earlier, authenticity and 
competency will be the real issues in 
‘08. If the race becomes a referendum 
on Iraq and the Bush presidency then, 
most likely Republicans will  lose.

Should the Republican nominee 
outline real solutions and real change 
for the problems that confront Ameri-
ca, the Republicans have a better-than-
even chance of winning.                    CJ

Marc Rotterman is a senior fellow 
at the John Locke Foundation and a con-
servative activist.

Marc
Rotterman

Regulations being con-

sidered would have long-

term, far-reaching, and 

expensive consequenc-

es in North Carolina.         
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The Carolina Journal staff would like your help in evaluating some of our programs and services. 
Your responses to this brief survey will help CJ editors and reporters improve the newspaper’s 
design, organization, and coverage of state and local issues in North Carolina. Please help us 
by filling out the questionnaire and mailing the completed survey to the address below. We look 
forward to hearing from you.

1. As you know, Carolina Journal is a monthly newspaper covering state and local gov- 
 ernment, politics, education, and other issues. How often do you read the print edition  
 of Carolina Journal?
  ____ Frequently
  ____ Sometimes
  ____ Rarely

2. How many other individuals – in your family or among your friends and acquaintances  
 – also read the copy of Carolina Journal you receive?

  ____ None    ____ One    ____ Two    ____ Three    ____ Four or more
 
3. Please rank the regular sections of Carolina Journal according to how often you read  
 them, from 1 (most often) to 10 (least often):
  ____ Cover stories  ____ Higher education
  ____ State government ____ Local government
  ____ Washington page ____ Learning Curve (Books & the Arts)
  ____ In-depth interviews ____ Editorials and columns
  ____ K-12 education ____ Parting Shot (back-page parody)
 
4. What changes, if any, would you like to see in Carolina Journal’s print edition?
  ____ Reduce pages devoted to the existing sections listed in Question 3, to
                                free up space for more stories on health care, transportation, environment.
  If so, which existing CJ section(s) should be reduced in length?   
  ____________________________________________________________
  ____ Add four more pages to the CJ print edition to allow for more coverage  
           of health care, transportation, and the environment.
  ____ Publish the CJ print edition more than the current 12 times a year.
  ____ Publish it less than the current 12 times a year.
  ____ Put all CJ articles on the Internet so readers don’t need a print edition.
  ____ Other:

5. Carolina Journal Online is a daily Web site of news headlines, exclusive reports, and  
 editorials at CarolinaJournal.com. How often do you visit this web site:
  ____ Frequently
  ____ Sometimes
  ____ Rarely
  ____ I have never visited CarolinaJournal.com (please skip to question 8)

6. Please rank the regular features of Carolina Journal Online according to how often you  
 read them, from 1 (most often) to 6 (least often):
  ____ CJ Exclusive News Stories      ____ Newspaper Editorials/Columns
  ____ John Hood’s Daily Journal       ____ Media Mangle columns
  ____ News Headlines                       ____ CJ Print Editions Online

7. What changes, if any, would you like to see Carolina Journal Online?
  ____ Reduce the length of news summaries to allow for more of them.
  ____ Add a regular column on TV and radio media in North Carolina.

 ____ Add a regular column on online media in North Carolina.
 ____ Replace “John Hood’s Daily Journal” with a rotating panel of columnists.
 ____ Other:

8. “Carolina Journal Radio” is a weekly hour-long news and interview program broadcast  
 on radio stations across North Carolina, distributed on compact disc, and podcast at  
 CarolinaJournal.com. How often do you listen to the show?
  ____ Frequently
  ____ Sometimes
  ____ Rarely
  ____ I have never heard “Carolina Journal Radio”

9. Please rank the following sources of information about state politics and policy issues  
 in North Carolina according to how much you rely on them, from 1 (relied on the most)  
 to 8 (relied on the least).
  ____ Local newspapers ____ Commercial television
  ____ Commercial radio ____ Public television
  ____ Public radio  ____ Web sites and blogs
  ____ Carolina Journal ____ Other public policy organizations

10. Which category best describes you as a Carolina Journal reader?
  ____ Elected or appointed public official ____ Work in government
  ____ Lobbyist or trade association ____ Work in private business
  ____ Work in public-policy nonprofit ____ Work in news media
  ____ Work in political campaigns/parties ____ Interested citizen

11. What is your telephone area code? ______

12. For analytical purposes, we need some additional information about you. This informa-
 tion will be kept strictly confidential.

 a. Please choose your age range:
  ___ 18-34      ___ 35-44     ___ 45-54  ___ 55-64      ___ 65+

 b. Please choose your income range:
  ___ Under $25,000         ___ $25,000-$49,999     ___ $50,000-$74,999
  ___ $75,000-$99,999      ___ $100,000+

13. Please choose the political philosophy that best describes you. Give us your own label  
 if you prefer.

 ____ Liberal                   ____ Conservative ____ Libertarian 
 ____ Populist        ____ Moderate  ____ Other: 

Thank you for your participation in this survey. If you would like to update your contact informa-
tion, please fill in the form below. Again, your survey responses will be kept strictly confidential.

NAME   _____________________________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________________________________
CITY/ZIP  _____________________________________________________
EMAIL   _______________________PHONE_______________________
EMPLOYER _____________________________________________________

MAIL TO: Carolina Journal Reader Survey, 200 W. Morgan St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

By IMA IMUS
Sensitivities Correspondent

 

State Senate Majority Leader Tony 
Rand’s bill apologizing for slavery 
has set the stage for several other 

apology bills now being considered by 
the General Assembly. 

 Approved on April 12, Rand’s bill 
was actually a joint resolution in which 
the General Assembly expressed regret 
for slavery and racial segregation, and 
called on citizens to “take part in racial 
reconciliation.” 

The official apology for slavery 
received the support of every House and 
Senate member, but other bills might be 
controversial. 

Another bill introduced by Rand 
deals with an apology to the citizens of 
eastern North Carolina for the Global 
TransPark in Kinston. 

Launched 15 years ago, the project 
received strong support from then-Gov. 
Jim Martin and nearly every member of 

the Assembly. 
B o o s t -

ers predicted 
that the GTP 
would gener-
ate 20,000 jobs 
by the year 
2000. 

R a n d 
told Carolina 
Journal that the 
recent closing 
of Workhorse 
Aviation, the 
GTP’s first and 
only manufac-
turing facility, 
influenced him to go forward with the 
bill. 

“As we approach the 15th anniver-
sary of the project we must face the fact 
that this economic development experi-
ment has been a failure,” he said.

The bill states: “The General 
Assembly issues its apology for the 

establishment 
of the Global 
T r a n s P a r k 
and expresses 
its profound 
contrition for 
the off ic ia l 
acts that sanc-
t ioned and 
perpetuated a 
dream lacking 
basic econom-
ic concepts. 
The project has 
become a cru-
el joke on the 
good people 

of eastern North Carolina.” 
 Other apology initiatives being 

considered include:
 •Rep. Bill Owens of Pasquotank 

County has introduced a bill that would 
have the legislature apologize to the 
video poker industry for shutting it 
down while allowing state-sponsored 

gambling through the N.C. Education 
Lottery.

 •Rep. Paul Luebke, a Durham 
County Democrat, is working on a bill 
that would have the Assembly apologize 
for the behavior of Durham District At-
torney Mike Nifong during Nifong’s 
handling of the rape charges against 
three Duke lacrosse players.

 •Sen. Fletcher Hartsell, a Cabarrus 
County Republican, is working on a bill 
that would have the legislature apologize 
to state employees for its failure to raise 
their salaries to the national average, as 
it has done for teachers’ salaries. 

•Rep. John Blust, a Guilford 
County Republican, has introduced 
a bill that would have the Assembly 
apologize to the state’s citizens for 
the legislators’ failure to monitor the 
actions of former House Speaker Jim 
Black. Black’s attorney said his client 
has already suffered enough and that 
Black was trying to use his remain-
ing influence to stop the bill.             CJ

After apologizing for slavery, should state now 
apologize for such things as the Global Transpark? 
(CJ photo by Don Carrington)


